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Figure 1-1: Ammonoid shell
showing the chambers. (Photo
taken in Sheffield Millennium
Gallery.)
During the development of the earth, millions of
species have appeared and flourished in different peri-
ods and a lot more disappeared. An estimated of over
five billion species have ever lived [1], but less than
one percent of the species which have ever lived still
survive nowadays [2]. The reason that one species be-
comes extinct and another flourishes has always at-
tracted the attention of researchers. Throughout the
history of the earth, many extinctions occurred in a
very short period and are regarded as mass extinction
events. There are various proposed causes for extinc-
tions. Some of the extinctions are due to volcanic ac-
tivity, sea level change, oxygen level change, etc, but most of them are still unclear
to us. Understanding extinction events can give us a better understanding of the de-
velopment of the earth, such as geographic changes, temperature changes, sea current
changes, etc. Many species are valuable for human life; after all, we are sharing the
same planet with millions of other species. Humans are never grouped into the species
that have exicted long on earth. Long before the existence of humans, there were mil-
lions of animals and plants that once dominated earth for some periods, including the
well known dinosaurs. During extinction periods, all species experience poor living
conditions and to survive through the difficult conditions, they have to adapt to the
sudden change of the environment. Surviving through the poor living conditions is
generally hard for most of the species, although a small group of species known as the
disaster taxa can thrive during such period. The adaptation to the environment can be
witnessed both on a single organism level and on a species level. After each extinction,
the good adaptations survived and the poor ones became extinct. The general prefer-
1
ence of a species leads to the evolution of its kind. Therefore, from the evolution of the
species, we can not only learn about the species, but also the changing environment of
the period.
Figure 1-2: The Nautilus [3].
The ocean takes up more than 71% of the earth
surface today and an estimated 50%-80% of life is
found below the ocean surface. Furthermore, back
to the end of Archaean (ca. 2500myr1 the geological
time table is shown below, see Table 1.1), an estimated
98% of the earth surface was covered by ocean [4].
Therefore, understanding the living of marine organ-
isms is an essential part of biology and paleontology.
The early forms of life are mostly found in the ocean.
Therefore, it is always interesting to look at one of the
“ancient” marine families as a long surviving period would provide a lot more infor-
mation on the changing of our planet as well the organism itself. Of the marine life, the
cephalopod class2 is one of the early multi-cellular organisms. The earliest Nautiloid3
appeared ca. 500myr ago.
The ammonoid is an external shell organism that belongs to the cephalopod class4
(see Figure 1-1). They have a close bloodline with the coleoids and their unique shell is
similar to the Nautilus (the only existing cephalopod with external shell). Ammonoids
first appeared in the Devonian period (ca. 389-393myr), which is also known as a
“golden age of fish”. At that time, the earth was largely covered with ocean and a
small number of organisms begin to move to land. The Devonian period ended with
one of the five mass extinctions in history. The impact of the late Devonian mass
extinction is enormous. An estimated 70%-82% of species became extinct [5] during
this extinction. In respect of ammonoids, the two important families Goniatitida and
Clymeniida were both adversely affected. The Clymeniida eventually became extinct
in the early Cretaceous period. Ammonoids became extinct in the late Cretaceous
period (ca. 66myr) [6]. They survived three major extinctions: the late Devonian
mass extinction, the Permian mass extinction and the Triassic-Jurassic mass extinction.
1million years ago
2Family is a taxonomic rank of the biology taxonomy. The full level of biology taxonomy from
top to bottom is: Life, Domian, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus and Species. Cephalopod means
‘head foot’. They are characterized by a prominent head, and a set of arms or tentacles modified from
the primitive molluscan foot.
3Nautiloid is also an order belonging to the cephalopod family.
4The full taxonomy of ammonoid is: Animalia (Kingdom), Mosllusca (Phylum), Cephalopoda
(Class), Ammonitida (Order). The family of ammonoids are described in the literature chapter. The
genus of ammonoids is not focused in this thesis.
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The ammonoids did not survive the Cretaceous mass extinction (ca. 64myr) which
is also famous for the perishing of the non-avian dinosaurs. In each extinction, the
reason some animals are extinct while some survive always draws the attention of
the biologist [7]. The long period of ammonoid abundance enables them to be used
as an outstanding index in biostratigraphic study5 [8], as many ammonoid fossils are
found in different layers of the soil that can be used to identity different period. Their
rapid evolution makes them key time indicators during this period, enabling relative
division of marine rocks into units or zones of significantly less than one million years
in duration [9]. For instance, ammonoids are used to determine the Carboniferous-
Permian turning point [10]. However, being an extinct taxon, its living habits remain
a mystery. The locomotion of ammonoids is regarded as a critical “missing piece”
among the unknowns, and understanding the locomotion of ammonoids would be a
great advance in the study of its living habits. The shell of the ammonoid attracts the
attention not only of the palaeoecology but also of the engineer. The unique shells
are believed to be related to the hydrodynamics, which might affect the living and
evolution of the cephalopods with external shells.
5Biostratigraphic is a branch of stratigraphic that studies the rock layer and geological period using


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.1 Purpose of the study
The study of extinction is important as the experience of organisms that became extinct
could help us understand the extinction behavior of animals nowadays. To study the
extinction of animals from the point of view of its manoeuvre properties is not new and
it is very important, because the ability to maneuver is closely related to the ability to
search for food and escape from danger. Ammonoids are good research subjects. First
of all, the clade survived for 327 Ma. and three mass extinction events. Secondly, it
has a close relationship with the octopus which has a good ability of maneuvering. In
addition, it is an externally-shelled animal which is very similar to the Nautilus.
Ammonoids began to flourish in the Devonian period and not long after its de-
velopment, they encountered the Devonian mass extinction in the Famennian period,
which is regarded as one of the five major extinctions in history. The result of the mass
extinction was disastrous. The Clymeniida became extinct shortly after the extinction
period [11]. After entering the Carboniferous period, the Goniatitida developed and
are the root for all ammonoids in the following period. The period after a mass extinc-
tion is critical for a taxon. The catastrophic effect leads to shortage of food, change
of environment and climate. Therefore, maneuver ability for each individual organ-
ism becomes even more important as the available energy is limited. We believe the
hydrodynamic aspect is one of the reasons for the survival of the Goniatitida and the
extinction of the Clymeniida as there is evidence suggesting that the earlier evolution
of the ammonoids is related to hydrodynamics [12].
In the previous research only the steady swimming case is examined [13]. We hy-
pothesize that the acceleration properties of ammonoids are an important criteria in
their evolution. Therefore, in this thesis, we will look at the acceleration properties of
ammonoids. Furthermore, the soft body of the ammonoids is important to the swim-
ming performance of ammonoids. In previous studies, researchers used wood to model
short bodies [14]. However, recent studies suggested the ammonoids should have long
flexible bodies. Therefore, in this project, we used silicone to model the soft body
and this should provide a more convincing result. Other than the acceleration and soft
body effect during swimming, the rocking motion of ammonoids is another interesting
aspect.
The results from this thesis contribute to understanding the evolution of ammonoids
in the late Devonian/early Carboniferous period and predict the environment change
after the mass extinction. In addition, the methods used in this project can be further
used in the analysis of acceleration of other organisms and models.
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1.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this thesis is to study the hydrodynamic aspects of ammonoids. A key
parameter studied in this work is the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is one of
the important parameters used in hydrodynamic study. It is a non-dimensional param-
eter that reflects how well a body moves in fluid. More detailed descriptions of the
drag coefficient are introduced in the theory chapter. Other than the drag coefficient,
we will also look at the added mass coefficient. As an object moves in fluid, some of
the fluid is dragged along and causes additional force. The added mass coefficient is
a non-dimensional parameter reflecting the additional amount of force. Detailed de-
scription of the added mass is provided in theory chapter. These two parameters tell us
how well a subject moves steadily and accelerates in fluid. Therefore, we will compare
the parameters of two different orders the Clymeniida and Goniatitida ammonoids. It
is believed comparing the two parameters will tell us about the re-flourishing of Goni-
atitida and the extinction of the Clymeniida. Although, the preservation of ammonoid
soft bodies is rare and few examples of soft tissues have been found, it is still important
to look at the effect of the soft body. Finally, we will look at a model that is free to
rotate. We would like to see how the hydrodynamic properties change when the model
is allowed to rotate freely. The objectives of the thesis are listed below.
1. Comparison of the hydrodynamic properties of the Clymeniida and Goniatitida
ammonoids.
• The drag coefficient of some Clymeniida and Goniatitida ammonoid models.
• The added mass coefficient of Clymeniida and Goniatitida ammonoid models.
2. The hydrodynamic properties related to the soft body.
• The effect of taper ratio of the soft tissue (drag coefficient and added mass
coefficient).
• The effect of length of the soft tissue (drag coefficient and added mass
coefficient).
3. The rotational model6 test.
• The effect of rotation to the drag coefficient and added mass coefficient.
6An ammonoid model that is allowed to rotate freely around its centre.
6
1.3 Scope of the thesis
There are six chapters in this thesis aiming to study the hydrodynamic properties of
ammonoids. In this thesis, the biological background, basic theory of the hydrody-
namic properties are first introduced. The previous research is also mentioned. The
experimental results are discussed in detail and finally, the conclusion that the ac-
celeration properties are the essential property during the re-flourishing period of the
ammonoids is drawn. In the following paragraph, the contents in each chapter will be
briefly introduced.
Introduction In this chapter, the reason of the study is introduced, emphasizing the
importance of the research and highlighting the aim and objectives of the re-
search.
Literature The background of ammonoids is introduced and previous work is sum-
marized.
Theory The definition of Reynolds number and short discription of Chamberlain’s
result. The differences between bluff body and streamlined body are described.
The Gaussian function (see section 3.4)7 used in the added mass experimental
work is explained. The added mass of sphere and cylinder are deduced.
Experiment Set-up The set up of the experiment test rig is introduced. This is a
self-designed test rig suitable for acceleration tests.
Discussion The experimental results are presented in this chapter and discussed.
Actual Fossil Model In this section, we will look at the hydrodynamic properties of six 3D
scanned fossils from different stages of the Devonian extinction/early Car-
boniferous period. The steady speed drag coefficient and the added mass
coefficient are discussed.
Ideal Model with Soft Body In this section, the effect of a soft body will be discussed. There are nine
different types of soft bodies. Similar to the previous section, the steady
speed drag coefficient and the added mass coefficient are discussed.
Rotational model In this section, a rotational model is studied in the Gaussian velocity profile.
The added mass coefficient is looked at.
7Gaussian profile in this thesis refers to the motion history used in acceleration test.
7
Conclusion and Future Work The added mass coefficient is important to the ma-
neuver of ammonoids in propulsive motion. In big extinction events, the hydro-
dynamic properties do not play an important role whereas in the re-flourishing
period, hydrodynamic properties are more important. Soft bodies change the
hydrodynamic properties and they should be further looked at. Improvements to




In this chapter, we will look at the background of ammonoids, and previous work on
them. Evolution is important to organisms; adapting to the environment drives evo-
lution. Ammonoids first appeared in the Devonian period and became extinct at the
end of the Cretaceous period. The Devonian extinction was a disaster for ammonoids.
Clymeniida and Goniatitida are two important taxa of the ammonoid of the Devonian
period. Clymeniida became extinct but Goniatitida passed through. Ammonoids are
closely related to the Nautilus and coleoids, which also belong to the cephalopod fam-
ily. The earliest study of the hydrodynamics of ammonoids can be dated back to the




The modern explanation of the word ‘evolution’ is a hierarchy operating on organisms
on at least three levels: the genetic level, the organism level and changes in popula-
tions of organisms [15]. All living organisms on earth originally evolved from a single
species, named the ‘last universal common ancestor’ (LUCA). The idea of a universal
common ancestor was first suggested by Darwin and it is the core of modern evolution-
ary theory [16,17]. Evolution plays an essential role in the diversity of life. In addition,
for a creature itself, evolution is equally important. For the persistence of their kind,
organisms need to adapt to a changing environment, such as climate change [18–21],
terrain change [22], and recently, the impact from human activities [23], etc. There-
fore, studying the evolution of organisms could help us to understand changing envi-
ronments and predict global changes after mass extinctions in history.
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2.1.2 Ammonoid
The cephalopod class is one of the most important mollusc organisms. It has around
800 living species [24] classified into the Nautiloidea and Coleoidea families, and
many more extinct ones such as Ammonoid. The cephalopod has a long living history
with its first appearance dated back to the late Cambrian/early Devonian period [25,
26]. Among the cephalopod class, the Ammonoidea is the largest and one of the most
important subdivisions.
Although there has been a debate about the first existence of the ammonoids [27],
the ammonoids are commonly recognized to first prevail in the early Devonian pe-
riod [28, 29]. The ammonoids survived through two eras1, spanning six geological
periods2 (see Table 1.1). During the survival period, they experienced four of the five
major extinction events on earth (Late Devonian extinction, Permian-Triassic extinc-
tion, Triassic-Jurassic extinction and Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction) [5,30–41]. The
primordial ammonoids are generally accepted to have originated from Bactritida dur-
ing the late Early Devonian Emsian stage (see Figure 2-1) [12, 42–44], which have
orthoconic conches3. The gradual transformation from the orthoconic conches to the
planispiral conches for both phylogeny4 and ontogeny5 is generally appreciated as a
means of improving maneuverability [12].
During the life time of the ammonoid, it has radiated into various shapes with dif-
ferent shell parameters, but in general, the early Palaeozoic ammonoids have some
similar characteristics: planispiral conch, convolute6. Although in the very early ones,
some incomplete contact is observed between successive whorls, the shapes of the
conch can be very different (serpenticonic, globular, etc.), and the conch width in-
dex7 ranges between 0.08 and 1.40 [45] (see Figure 2-10). There are several different
types of classification of the ammonoid taxa from different researchers. Generally, a
commonly acceptable way of classification is to classify the ammonoids into eight or-
ders: Anarcestida, Clymeniida, Goniatitida, Prolecanitida, Ceratitida, Phylloceratida,
Lytoceratida, Ammonitida [29, 46]. The first four appeared before the Permian period
and the last four appeared after the Carboniferous period. This thesis studies the re-
lationship between the hydrodynamic properties and extinction at the Devonian mass
extinction; hence we will focus on Anarcestida, Clymeniida, Goniatitida, and Prole-
1Second half of the Paleozoic era and the entire Mesozoic era
2Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous
3Long straight shells
4The study of the evolutionary history and relationships among individuals or groups of organisms.
5The study of development of an organism within its own lifetime.
6The outer whorl embraces the preceding whorls.
7Conch width/conch diameter.
10
canitida. Anarcestida, however, became extinct during the first stage of the extinction
just before the major crisis. Clymeniida and Goniatitida actually experienced the major
extinction event, the Hangenberg event.
Figure 2-1: The maneuverability of ammonoid conch. [12]
Figure 2-2: Specimens of Postclymenia [47].
Anarcestida, also known as the Agoniatitida, is an ancestral clade8 that lived in
the Devonian period (410myr-385myr). Along with Clymeniida and Goniatitida, they
are one of the major ammonoid groups in the Devonian period (see Figure 2-7). The
Anarcestida is also regarded as the most primitive ammonoid just transformed from
the Bactritida. It still retains a unique openly coiled geometry that is not observed in
other ammonoids; that is a small opening in the umbilical area. This is sometimes
8A group of organisms that includes the ancestor and all the descendants; a branch of species
11
Figure 2-3: Specimens of Gattendorfia [48].
referred to as the umbilical window [45]. Klug and Korn displayed the gradual change
from Bactritida to Anarcestida, showing that the curl formation is advantageous for
faster swimming of the ammonoid [12]. Unlike the Goniatitida, Anarcestida did not
survive through the Frasnian/Famennian crisis. After the Frasnian/Famennian crisis,
ammonoids entered a “golden age” of diversification [49]. The Clymeniida appeared
for the first time and quickly flourished [50]. The Clymeniida are generally more
compressed (Figure 2-2). The more or less streamlined shape compared with other
ammonoids usually leads us to believe it will survive. However, although a few of
the Clymeniida passed through the Devonian mass extinction, they became extinct
very soon afterwards. Clymeniida only survived less than 15 million years (372.2myr-
358.9myr) [47]. Of the three ammonoid taxa, the only one which survived through
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the Devonian mass extinction is Goniatitida. Goniatitida are more globular and less
streamlined than the Clymeniida (Figure 2-2). The Goniatitida are characterized by
the ‘zigzag’ sutures (the connections between sections of the shell) on the surface of
the conch. The shell of Goniatitida is more smooth than Clymeniida [51]. Goniatitida
are originally derived from the Anarcestida; they first appeared in the Middle Devonian
period and lasted for more than 130 million years, and became extinct in the Permian
period. Of the four Paleozoic era ammonoid taxa, Prolecanitida is the only taxon
that did not appear in the Devonian period. It is derived from the Goniatitida in the
Early Carboniferous period and lasted untill the Triassic period for around 100 million
years. Prolecanitida is only a small taxon with 43 genera, around 250 species, but all
ammonoids from the Mesozoic era are derived from it [52].
The ontogenic growth of the ammonoid can be classified into different stages ac-
cording to the changes in growth stage. However, the classification and terminology is
different according to different researchers. Kent and Kullmann argue the ammonoids
were either mono- or diphasic growth9 [53]. Clausen, however, described the onto-
genic growth as a four-stage process: (1) protoconch (usually has a diameter less than
1 mm), (2) ‘larval stage’, (3) earlier ‘postlarval stage’ and (4) ‘adult stage’. Recently,
Klug suggested a five-stage progress: (1) early embryonic period, (2) late embryonic
period, (3) juvenile or neanic period, (4) pre-adult periood, (5) adult or mature pe-
riod (Figure 2-4) [54]. During the early embryonic period (before the first change of
growth), the ammonoid commences from an ovoid shape [55, 56], which is inherited
from the bactritoid ancestor [57]. On the protoconch of some early ammonoids, growth
lines are seen. Those growth lines are believed to be related to the early coiling of the
shell. During late embryonic period, the section of the shell between the protoconch
and the first half to one whorl is developed. Usually this is the stage at which coil-
ing commences. Klug stated the whorl expansion rate (W , is a parameter defines the
ratio of the newly generated whorl to the whole whorl. See section 2.5.1.) decreased
from 2.0-2.5 to around 1.4-2.0 in this stage [54] (see Figure 2-10). The juvenile stage
(between the 2nd and 3rd change of growth) is a bit difficult to identify, but the whorl
expansion rate is around 1.4-1.9. The third change of growth is marked as the start of
active swimming movement; the ammonoids are mostly likely to be planktonic (float-
ing, instead of active swimming) before the 3rd change of growth according to Jacobs
and Chamberlain [58]. In the pre-adult stage, the whorl expansion rate begins to rise
again and in some genera the whorl expansion rate can be as high as 4.73 [54]. This is
the stage where the typical characters of the taxa develop. The term ‘pre-adult’ means
the ammonoid is still not able to reproduce and it accumulates energy in this stage.
9One growth phase or two growth phase.
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However, it is also difficult to identify the stage merely from the appearance of the
shell. The adult stage is the most conspicuous growth stage.
The whorl expansion rate and the body length change in this stage. During this
stage the sexual dimorphism is reflected in the shell shape. The body chamber length
decreases and the orientation of the aperture tends to move from horizontal (approxi-
mately 90◦) to a bit downwards (approximately 60◦) [59]. See figure 5-1. The chang-
ing of the orientation implies a reduction of the maneuverability. The shortened but
widened body chamber is suggested as a preparation for the housing of as many as
35,000 eggs. The adult female has a conch with a diameter of 400mm [60, 61]. Korn
argued the high reproductive rate is the reason for the wide geographic extent and long
lasting of ammonoids.
Figure 2-4: The life cycle of ammonoids [54].
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2.2 Devonian and Carboniferous Periods
For the purpose of this thesis, we will focus on the changing of ammonoid species at
the boundary between the Devonian and Carboniferous periods. The Devonian and
Carboniferous periods are important period for the evolution of organisms. In the
following sections, we will look at some of the aspects of the two periods.
2.2.1 Devonian Period
The Devonian period is a geological period of the Palaeozoic, following the Silurian
period and succeeded by the Carboniferous period (ca.419.2 myr-ca.358.9 myr) [62].
It is formally divided into Lower, Middle and Upper epochs including seven stages:
Lochkovian, Pragian, Emsian, Eifelian, Givetian, Frasnian and Famennian. There are
several landmark events in the Devonian period. First fossil record of vascular plants
are from the Early Devonian [63–66]. More importantly, recent research suggests that
the Devonian period is the start of the plant-root system on land, which is a herald of
the far-reaching of the terrestrial bio-system transformation [67–70]. The invasion of
rooted plants to land had a significant impact on global terrestrial ecosystems [63, 71–
73].
Figure 2-5: The diversification of plants during the Devonian period [74].
As reported by Retallack, the first well-differentiated forest soil appeared in the
Devonian period [75], and the increasing size of plants accelerated the consumption
of CO2, accompanying the weathering effect. The connection between the terrestrial
biosphere and the marine biosphere is an ambitious topic, but Algeo intended to seek
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for the reason from the soils which is a interface between the lithosphere and the at-
mosphere/hydrosphere [70, 76]. The forming of soil leads to a growing of plants and
the growing of plants changed the component of air (density of CO2 and O2). The
proportion of oxygen in the ocean changed as well. Algeo argued the evolutionary de-
velopment of vascular land plants might be the ultimate reason for the oceanic anoxic
events10 and biotic crisis of the Late Devonian stage [77] and this lack of oxygen might
have led to a reduction in maneuverability of ammonoids.
In the late Devonian (Frasnian-Famennian) epoch, the oldest tetrapod (the super-
class of four-limbed vertebrates) fossils are discovered [78–81]. The tetrapods evolved
from Sarcopterygii lobe-finned fishes during the middle Devonian period [82]. The
earliest tetrapods are generally aquatic and their form is transitional between the four-
limbed tetrapods and the original lobe-finned fishes. Intensive study has focused on
the living, the habitat, the locomotion and other relative aspects [78, 83]. During the
Carboniferous period, tetrapods are generally considered to have colonized land which
is one of the major events in the history of life. The changing of environmental condi-
tions is believed to have an important role in the evolution of the tetrapod [84].
Insects have their first appearance during the Devonian [85, 86]. In spite of the
profound impact on the terrestrial biosphere, the Devonian period is usually known as
the ‘Age of fish’. A full scale diversity burst is observed in many marine organisms.
For instance, many lungfish fossils are known from the Devonian [87], the first ap-
pearance of lobe-fin and ray-fin fishes [88,89] and their diversity reached a peak in the
following Carboniferous period and ammonoids also came into sight for the first time.
Ammonoids reached their zenith of diversity in Devonian period during the Famennian
stage and a mass collapse is witnessed in the following extinction [50]. In conclusion,
the early/middle Devonian period was an interval when many groups flourished and
the growth of plants and the weathering effect led to an insufficiency of oxygen. The
oxygen deficiency led to the death of some species that the ammonoid preyed on. It
might also have effected the function of the retractor muscle that provided thrust.
Incidentally, the lack of food is not an unique event for ammonoids. Huber suggests
the abrupt decline of plankton at the end of the Cretaceous greatly affected the survival
of newly hatched and adult ammonoids that relied on plankton as a food source [8,90].
The predator-prey interaction is a central interaction for all aquatic species [91,92] and
it is important in driving the direction of evolution of a living organism [93,94]. There-
fore, the hydrodynamic properties of different conch shapes become more critical as
eating becomes harder and the energy consumption for travelling is limited. This could
be one of the reasons for the extinction of some taxa shortly after the flourishing.
10Large depletion in the level of oxygen
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Figure 2-6: Diversification of marine vertebrate groups during the Devonian pe-
riod [74].
The late Devonian mass extinction occurred during the last stage of the Devo-
nian period. It is regarded as one of the ‘Big Five’ mass extinctions along with the
Ordovician-Silurian mass extinction, Permian mass extinction, Triassic-Jurassic mass
extinction and the Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction. The late Devonian mass extinc-
tion is usually considered a consequence of a series of smaller extinctions. The late
Devonian mass extinction had a huge effect on all marine species. In the following
section, the late Devonian mass extinction and the Kellwasser and Hangenberg events
will be discussed.
2.2.2 Carboniferous Period
The Carboniferous period follows the Devonian period and is followed by the Permian
period. It began at around 358.9myr and ended at around 298.9myr. The 60 million
year duration makes it the longest period of the Paleozoic Era. The period is named for
coal bearing derived from the Latin words carbo¯ (‘coal’) and fero¯ (‘carry’), referring
to the large amount of coal which occurred in this period. There are two epochs in the
period: Mississippian and Pennsylvanian. The Mississippian epoch consists of three
stages: Tournaisian, Vise´an, and Serpukhovian. The Pennsylvanian period consists of
four stages: Bashkirian, Moscovian, Kasimovian, Gzhelian (see Table 1.1).
After experiencing the hardship of the late Devonian extinction, the marine system
presents a different formation from the previous periods. The once prevailing coral
reefs in the early Devonian period lost their prominent position completely. Their
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stratigraphic range is extremely limited and only a few coral fossils are known from the
period [95,96]. Concurrently, the reef building organisms largely vanished, such as the
stromatoporoid and the tabulate corals. As a consequence, the recovery of large reef
systems is postponed to the Mesozoic era. With the demise of the reef system, the ben-
thic zone (seabed, lowest level of a ocean) is dominated by crinoids [97], and an ample
number of crinoid fossils are found in this period globally [98–102]. The crinoids are
suspension feeding animals and the rising of the organism affected the benthic current
and the water circulations. With regards to the fishes, the Carboniferous is a continua-
tion of the Devonian. Lobe-finned fish and ray-finned fish dominate the water columns.
After the Hagenberg event, the ammonoids suffered a dramatic transformation of the
taxa. The Clymeniids, who used to prevail in the Devonian period died out completely
and the Gattendorfia Stufe fauna (Goniatitida) evolved rapidly [51, 103].
Figure 2-7: The distribution of ammonoid genera through the Paleozoic. Arrows indi-
cate mass extinction events [29].
2.3 Kellwasser Event and Hangenberg Event
The end Devonian extinction is one of the five mass extinctions in history. It is usually
regarded as a series of smaller extinction events. During the series of events, there are
two mass extinctions that are most crucial to the ammonoids: Kellwasser and Hangen-
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berg. After the Hangenberg extinction, the Clymeniida became totally extinct and the
Goniatitida survived. In the following section, the two events will be described.
2.3.1 Kellwasser Event
The Kellwasser event occurred at the end of the Frasnian period/beginning of Famen-
nian period (also often known as the Frasnian/Famennian crisis [104]) and the huge im-
pact it caused made it one of the five major mass extinctions in Earth history [104–108].
Divergent reasons have been proposed for the cause of the catastrophe, such as the sea-
level change [109–112], climate change [113], etc, but the most likely scenario would
be a compound multi-causal scenario [105,106]. The Kellwasser event is often consid-
ered a ‘stepped’ crisis [105, 114, 115]. Although there are different opinions about the
span of the Kellwasser crisis, with the estimate varying from one million years [105] to
twenty five million years [116], the idea of a Lower Kellwasser event (LKWE) and an
Upper Kellwasser event (UKWE) is generally accepted which had a massive impact
on biodiversity. The LKWE affected the marine community dramatically; it devas-
tated the reef ecosystems formed by corals and stromatoporoids, and also affected
other organisms such as trilobites, goniatites, styliolinids and some terrestrial organ-
isms [104, 117–123]. The reef system collapse was so severe that bigger reef-building
did not flourish again until the Mesozoic era. The UKWE effect is more severe. Fur-
ther taxa to be affected include the brachiopods, trilobites, and ammonites. Riquier et
al [124] postulated different causes for the two events while stating oxygen depletion
is the reason behind the extinctions. The Kellwasser event ended up with an extinction
of up to 80% of the world’s marine tropical to subtropical species [125–129]. The
diversity of ammonoids reduced significantly during the Kellwasser event at the end of
the Frasnian stage [45, 61, 130–133].
2.3.2 Hangenberg Event
The Hangenberg event occurred at the end of the last stage of the Devonian period
and it marks the beginning of the Carboniferous period (ca. 358.9myr). The com-
monly accepted reason for the Hangenberg event is a severe sea-level drop [110]. The
Hangenberg event is an anoxic event and it is the main extinction level for marine
biota, especially for ammonoids [134]. Although in general the Hangenberg event
is less severe than the previous Kellwasser event, the impact on ammonoids is catas-
trophic [106, 135]. In fact the naming of the Hangenberg event is after the Middle and
South European Hangenberg Shale that immediately postdates the main ammonoid
extinction level. Ammonoids are one of the most affected organisms in this event. The
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Clymeniida became completely extinct and many of the goniatites were adversely af-
fected [132]. Prionoceratids were recognized as the ‘successor’ of the goniatites and
later, Gattendorfia of goniatites, whose adult shell was sub-evolute or evolute, rather
than involute [135], where evolute means the outer shell is wholly outside the inner
shell, and involute shell means the outer shell encompasses the inner shell.
2.4 Nautilus and Coleoids
When researchers study ammonoids, they often look at Nautilus and extant coleoids
(i.e. octopus, squid and cuttlefish) for comparison: the former is the only living
cephalopod with an external shell, having a superficial similarity to ammonoids and the
latter have the closer lineage. In the early days, Nautilus is the only comparison sample
for the study of ammonoids, whereas further research suggested that ammonoids have
a closer relationship with the coleoids (see Figure 2-8).
Nautilus is a pelagic marine mollusk species belonging to the cephalopod family,
like the ammonoids. It comprises six existing species in two genera, while it is esti-
mated to have more than thirty species in history. The lineage of Nautilus can be dated
back to the Cambrian period (ca. 541myr to 485.4myr) [136, 137], which is around
100myr before the existence of ammonoids. Nautilus has more tentacles than any other
cephalopods, nearly 90. Those tentacles are long, soft and flexible and while in danger
they can retract into a hardened sheath. Nautilus is a jet propulsive swimmer, which
is not fast compared to the coleoid relatives [138]. During the day, Nautilus generally
stays at depths below 450mA˙t night, it ascends to around 200m. Nautilus cannot with-
stand beyond 800m depth [139]. O’Dor believes the reason for deep diving is energy
conservation [140], and avoiding contact with predators would also be possible.
Coleoids are a grouping of cephalopods containing various taxa with “soft-bodies”
or “soft-shells”, which distinguish it from the family of Nautilidae. Octopus, squid and
cuttlefish are the familiar representatives. The divisions of the coleoids are based on the
number of tentacles. The coleoids “lost” their shell during evolution and occasionally,
in some species (i.e. cuttlefish), an internal cuttlebone, or gladius, is still retained as a
vestige of the external shell. The vestigial parts lost their function as a defense of the
soft part, but retain the function of buoyancy control in some species [141]. Earliest
fossils of the coleoids can be dated back to the lower Devonian period [142], which is
contemporary with the early findings of the ammonoid fossils. Unlike Nautilus, squid
is a fast-swimming pelagic cephalopod [143] which do propulsive motion [144]. The
coleoids are found to have a closer relationship with the ammonoids in spite of not
having the external shell.
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Due to the superficial similarity, a great amount of early study of ammonoids is
based on comparison with Nautilus as a model. Nautilus alone is not a good model
for ammonoids [145, 146]. From the study of the fossil record and cladistic analy-
sis [147, 148], the coleoids showed a closer relationship to the ammonoid compared
with Nautilus (radial teeth reduction, retractor muscles position, etc.) [149–154]. With
more and more findings verified, nowadays some researchers even view the octopus as
a “naked ammonoid” [155] and the behavior of the coleoids differs greatly from that
of Nautilus.
Jacobs doubts the conclusion that the ammonoids were poor swimmers which is
exclusively drawn from the comparison with Nautilus: Nautilus has larger retractor
muscles and has a better performance in static stability than the ammonoids [156,157].
He also stated the static stability should not play a role in the buoyancy of ammonoids
with long body chambers. Evidence suggested the developing of the coleoids’ maneu-
ver mechanism is prior to the internalization and reduction of the shell. Therefore, a
high likelihood of ammonoids adopting the same maneuver mechanism as the coleoids
prior to the separation of the two sister-taxa can be presumed. Although, in regards
to shape, ammonoids are similar to Nautilus, they are actually more closely related to
the coleoidea (octopus, squid and cuttlefish). In this case, the actual maneuver per-
formance of the ammonoid could be a lot more complicated. Therefore, ammonoids
might be fast swimmers with high potential of generating sudden thrust and having
modes of locomotion very different from Nautilus. In fact, from the point of energy
consumption, a species that is likely to acceleration is closely connected to the added
mass of the body [58], which is quite different from steay swimming motion. Thus,
the study of the acceleration of the ammonoid is critical though it has not been looked
at in detail. Therefore, we will look at the acceleration of ammonoids in this thesis.
2.5 Geometry
2.5.1 The Shell
The ammonoid shell provoked the interest of researchers immediately for its intimate
relation to locomotion, or more precisely, the swimming efficiency of ammonoids.
The particular turbinate (coiling) shell is found suitable for simple mathematical equa-
tions [158], and thus facilitates the modeling of ammonoids and further testing of the
models.
In 1838, Moseley derived an equation to find the volume of the solid contained by
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Figure 2-8: Evolution relationship of the major cephalopod groups [148].







3θ cotA − 1) (2.1)
where A is constant angle of the equiangular spiral11, θ is the total angular growth
of the shell about the coiling axis, R0 is the distance from the axis of coiling to the
centre of the first generating curve, C4 is an arbitrary constant defined by Moseley
as M/R3, where M is the first moment of area of the last generated curve12 and R
is the radius to the centre of gravity of the last generated curve (outermost coil, Fig-
ure 2-9). Starting from the equation of volume, Moseley further inferred the equations
for the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity. Similar to Moseley’s volume equations,
the equations of the centre of gravity are in extremely intricate forms which require
values that can not be easily obtained analytically. Moseley’s equations are generally




yiAi where yi is the segment centroid distance to reference line and Ai is the segment
area.
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acknowledged for their theoretical meaning instead of their practical values.
In 1967, Raup and Chamberlain produced a simplified version of Moseley’s vol-
ume equation. By introducing the whorl expansion ratio W and replacing the moment
of area of the last generating curve with the product of the area of the last generat-
ing curve K and the radius to the centre of gravity Ra, the equation was simplified










where K is the area of the aperture13 and Ra is the distance from the coiling axis to
the center of gravity. The product of the two terms is approximately equal to the first
moment of area (M ), see Figure 2-9. Moseley’s equations for the centre of gravity
on the x and y axes [158, equation 20, 21] are also simplified with the same proce-
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and I is the second moment of area14 of the generating curve about the coiling axis.
Raup and Chamberlain not only modified and endowed Moseley’s equations with
practical meaning, but also proved the validation of the volume equation empirically.
The calculated value from the equations showed good consistency with the actual value
for most of the samples (mostly less than 10% and around 5% difference). To some
extent, the proving of the validity is more important than the equations themselves.
Raup and Chamberlain’s modifications bring the fairly theoretical content into practi-
cal manner.
The essential concept of W is first proposed by Raup, in 1965 together with the
shape of the generating curve S, the position of the generating curve in relation to the
axis D, and the rate of whorl translation T [160]. Using the W − D − S parameters
to analyze ammonoids soon became a standard method and indeed almost all hydro-
13The open section where the soft body stretches out.
14I =
∫∫
y2dA where y is the distance to the reference axis
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Figure 2-9: Cross section of an ammonoid showing the parameters of the volume
equations [159].
dynamic studies and morphometry studies of the ammonoid applied the concept of the
Raupian parameters.






















Adopting the parameters enabled expressing the distance of a point on the surface
from the axis as rθ = r0W θ/2pi, where θ is the angle of revolution, and r0 is the initial
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distance. The geometric centre y can thus be expressed as [161]:
yθ = y0W
θ/2pi + rcT (W
θ/2pi − 1), (2.7)
where rc is the distance of the centre to the axis, and y0 is the initial distance. In the
planispiral case (suitable for the majority of ammonoids), the translation rate T = 0,
and the equation reduces to yθ = y0W θ/2pi.
Raup also claimed 90% of the ammonoids lie in the region of W < 3, 0 < D <
0.65, and T = 0; the remaining 10% are mostly non-planispiral (T 6= 0). He regarded
the evolution of small W as beneficial to the univalve mollusc as it preserves the shell
strength and protects the interior soft body. In Raup’s suceeding paper published later
in the year, he specified the shell geometry of the ammonoids and classified the am-
monoids in terms of combinations of T −W −D [160]. Since the ammonoids selected
for the analysis excluded genera with non-planispiral forms (T 6= 0) and forms with
apparent ontogenetic variations (unusual W − D − T combination), the data is not
suitable to represent a typical species of ammonoids nor the average of ammonoids,
but it is appreciated as the ‘normal’ ammonoid referred to by Raup; that is, planispiral
ammonoids having the same geometry throughout their growth. The distribution of
ammonoids on the density of occurence contour plot with respect to D and W showed
obvious concentration in a certain region. The frequency drops dramatically as it ap-
proaches the W = a/D trend line, which represents the boundary between forms with
overlapping whorls and vice versa. Only a few samples are seen within the region
of detached forms. In the same plot with respect to S and D, a bimodal configura-
tion is observed. Finally, Raup drew the conclusion that only certain combinations of
W −D−S are possible in ammonoids; the correlation between W and D is negative;
that is, D increases as W decreases; positive correlation exists between S and D; it
is not found that one geometry is consistently associated with a given part of the size
range.
Additionally, Raup attempted to explore the relation between the geometry and the
geological period. The D values in the Paleozoic era are generally less than those in
the Mesozoic era due to the flourishing of the Goniatites in the Paleozoic era. Raup
declared no detectable general trends relating the environment and the ammonoid evo-
lution. However, he did not interpret the result from the hydrodynamic point of view,
which is apparently more essential to the living conditions of ammonoids. Therefore,
his statement is not very convincing, while recently most research supports the theory
that the evolution of the ammonoid, the environment and the formation of the shell are
related [12].
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On the other hand, Chamberlain [13, 162] studied the ammonoids from an ‘engi-
neering’ point of view. In 1976, Chamberlain published his influential paper focusing
on the experimental analysis of ammonoids. He is regarded as one of the first to in-
troduce the drag coefficient into the study of the ammonoids. His 34 plexiglas shell
models are all planispiral with different W −D− S combinations that follow the log-
arithm paradigm. Besides the W , D, S parameters, Chamberlain also took account of
the flank position F , which is the position relative on the body chamber of the greatest
whorl width. The models were tested in the velocity range of 0.10m/s and 2.5m/s.
Chamberlain also explored how the orientation of the ammonoids, and the orientations
chosen are: 0◦, 30◦, and 90◦. In general, it was concluded that:
1. Increasing W increases the drag coefficient. Also, for a larger D, the effect of
W is greater.
2. The pattern for D is not as clear as that of W , but generally increasing D in-
creases the drag coefficient.
3. Similarly, it is observed that increasing S increases the drag coefficient.
4. Chamberlain suggested the form with the lowest drag coefficient should have
low S (S ≤ 0.25), low D (D ≤ 0.25) and high F (F ≈ 0.4− 0.5).
5. Chamberlain suggested low W shells generally have lower CD for rest attitude,
while high W shells generally have high CD for rest attitude.
6. It can be observed roughly the ammonoid has minimum CD at 90◦ orientation
(see Figure 5-1).
7. Chamberlain also claimed the body extension has little effect on the drag coeffi-
cient.
Chamberlain also looked at the shell ornament of the ammonoids from the point
of hydrodynamics. He stated the sculpture on the shell is advantageous to the swim-
ming efficiency regarding the drag coefficient. However, the size of the umbilicus and
the behavior of the ammonoid in acceleration movement is not studied. He regarded
the ornament on ammonoids are similar to the dimples of a golf ball, which delays
flow seperation and reduces drag. However, it is not very appropriate considering the
muscle ability of the ammonoid; it could seldom maneuver at a relatively high speed.
In the paper of Swan and Saunders [163], the previous work is first summarised,
1. Hydrodynamic drag increases greatly with increase inW , especially in the range
1 < W < 3, due to turbulence generated by the aperture.
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2. Drag increases slightly with increasing D, due to turbulence in the umbilical
region (the centre of the ammonoid; the protoconch).
3. Drag is greater with higher S, i.e., in shells with broader, more depressed whorl
section.
4. Drag is minimized when the shell aperture is horizontal and facing up.
5. Ribbing of certain sizes can decrease drag.
6. The most efficient coiled cephalopod shell shape induces more than three times
the drag of a streamlined fish.
7. Frequency distributions of actually occurring cephalopod shell geometries ap-
pear to show concentration of forms in low drag geometries.
Then from the plots of W–D and D–S, they seems to find a trend of the combina-
tion. This can be regarded as an extension of the work of Raup.
Recently in 2004, Korn focused upon the orientation of the aperture. He explored
the advantages and disadvantages of placing the aperture above and below the centre of
gravity for different species in detail. Korn observed that the aperture tends to migrate
upward through evolutionary time. He also argued that an approximately horizontal
orientation of aperture minimizes drag whilst maximizing maneuverability.
In 1986, Saunders and Shapiro also looked at the hydrostatic aspects of ammonoids [156].
They came up with the conclusion that “the different combinations of shell form and
body chamber length would result in markedly different orientations and degrees of
hydrostatic stability.” In the paper, they again used the Raupian parameters. Besides
the three parameters, the body chamber length (BCL), and the thickness of the shell
were also considered. The introducing of body chamber length is important as most
researchers believe the body chamber length is directly equal to the length of the body.
However, recent research supported the idea that the body length of ammonoids is
much longer than expected and a long body length would make the mass distribution
of ammonoids more uniform. Therefore, the rocking motion in static position would
be weakened. The single most important assumption is the neutral buoyancy of the
ammonoids. If the gravity and the buoyancy forces are in equilibrium, and if the W ,
D, S, t, and shell and tissue densities are known, the orientation can easily be inferred.
This assumption of neutral buoyancy is also widely made in other investigations of
ammonoid locomotion. The stability of the ammonoid is determined by the distance
between the center of buoyancy and the center of mass. This is done under two as-
sumptions: the total mass is dominated by the soft body and the contribution of the
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shell is unimportant. Otherwise when fully submerged, the centre of mass and the cen-
tre of buoyancy would coincides. To non-dimensionalise the parameter, Saunders and
Shapiro followed the procedure of Raup [161], defining a relative stability index that
is equal to the ratio of the distance between the center of buoyancy and the center of
mass to the diameter of the shell. This is questionable, as the diameter of the shell is
not directly related to the stability of the shell, instead, the metacentric radius should
be used. The metacentric radius is defined as r = I/V , where I is the second moment
of area and V is the volume displaced. However, the neutral buoyancy assumption is
the core of all following hydrostatic researches.
In 1989, Ebel modeled the ammonoid and investigated the results by the degree of
body chamber length [164]. Despite choosing the parameter, the relationship between
the orientation of the aperture and thrust and the degrees of body chamber length is
interesting. A linear relationship is noticed for small angles. The stability and body
chamber length relationship is also plotted showing a peak at roughly 75◦. Also, Ebel
stated that under the assumption of neutral buoyancy, it is possible to calculated the
load capacity of the empty shells from the shell diameter, although the whole conclu-
sion is very theoretical.
2.5.2 Tentacles, Soft tissue, and Cameral liquid
The conclusion that ammonoids are jet-propelled is mostly accepted. However, due
to the extinction of the specimens, it is very hard to identify the actual functions of
the tentacles and the soft body in swimming. However, the tentacles of Nautilus and
its function are closely studied. The tentacles can be divided into three categories:
the pre- and post-optic tentacles; the digital tentacles; and the buccal tentacles (see
Figure 2-11). Bidder described the predatory functions of the tentacles in detail but
hardly mentioned them in the aspect of locomotion. However, two interesting points
were noticed [165]:
1. The Nautilus was never seen using the tentacles in creeping though seen using
them for hanging.
2. When swimming with extended tentacles, the tentacles were held at a constant
angle.
Since preservation of soft tissues is scare in the ammonoid fossil record, there is
still no definite conclusion that the ammonoids are not benthic and used tentacles for
crawling as Nautilus, but it is commonly accepted. Jet propulsion is the generally
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Figure 2-11: Nautilus tentacles.
accepted method for maneuver, but the effect of tentacles in jet maneuver has not been
considered. The funnel provides the force required for motion.
As for the soft tissue, Chamberlain looked at the effect of the body extension in
1980 [14]. He argued the extension of the body can reduce the drag coefficient to a
maximum of 23% compared with the one without they body extension. Also, he ar-
gued when there are less then 4 tentacles, the drag coefficient is reduced for Nautilus
but a further increasing of the number of tentacles would increase the drag coefficient
and when there are 20 tentacles, the drag coefficient would be increased by roughly
40%. However, all his experiments used short wooden bodies, as his target of research
was Nautilus instead of ammonoids (Nautilus has a relatively short body and recent
research mostly suggests ammonoids had long narrow bodies). The conditions expe-
rienced by a form with a long body would be very different from those of an animal
with a short body, as for short bodies the vibration in the accelerated motion is not very
significant.
The chambers of ammonoids and Nautilus are filled with cameral liquid. Denton
suggested Nautilus alters its hydrostatic condition by secreting and transferring liquid
from previous chambers to the last chamber [166]. Also, it is observed the last chamber
of Nautilus is full of liquid whereas the amount of liquid decreases as the chamber
moves to the centre. However, Mutvei held a different opinion. He argued the length
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of each individual chamber is shorter for ammonoids than nautilus and the ammonoid
might act differently. He also argued ammonoids float higher in water than nautilus
which implies a greater relative cameral volume and thinner shell [167].
In conclusion, we can see that the study of ammonoids in the Devonian and Car-
boniferous periods is important. The hydrodynamic properties of ammonoid are im-
portant in understanding their mode of life, especially in the extinction periods and the
reflourishing periods following the extinctions. There are a lot of researches on the
geometry of ammonoids and the relationship between the geometry and hydrodynam-
ics of ammonoids. The raupian parameters are important in the study of ammonoid
hydrodynamic properties. Ammonoids are close relatives of Nautilus and coleoids.
Although most of the previous study on ammonoids are based on Nautilus, recent re-
searches suggested the coleoids are more closely related to ammonoids. Therefore, the
study of accelerated motion of ammonoid is essential and it is still a blank waiting to
be filled. In this thesis, we will look at the acceleration properties of ammonoids.
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Chapter 3
Dynamics and hydrodynamics of
ammonoids
As mentioned previously, considering the effects of acceleration on ammonoid swim-
ming perforance is important and the testing of the acceleration properties of am-
monoids is one of the main targets of this thesis. Drag coefficient is one of the essential
parameters to consider when analyzing the drag of a shape. It is a dimensionless pa-
rameter, so it is a useful predictor of the relative performance of a shape in a specific
maneuver condition without regard to the size of the body. However, it is not sufficient
to only use the drag coefficient to describe the acceleration cases. In this case, added
mass coefficient is looked at. The added mass is the inertia added to a system as the
body accelerates or decelerates in a fluid. The added mass coefficient is defined as the
added mass divided by the displaced fluid mass [168]. It is a property indicating the
additional drag which must be overcomed. In this chapter, we will introduce some of
the fundamental parameters of fluid dynamics and also, we will look at the theoretical
added mass values for spheres and cylinders. They will give us a brief understanding of
how different shapes behave in acceleration and comparing the shapes of ammonoids
with the reference geometry (sphere and cylinder), we could understand the behavior
of ammonoids in accelerated motion better.
3.1 Reynolds Number
Reynolds number is a non-dimensional number used in fluid dynamics that is used to
identify the behavior of the fluid. It is physically a measure of the ratio of inertial force
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where ρ is the density of the fluid, u is the velocity of the fluid with respect to the
model, L is the characteristic dimension1, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid2.
ForRe < 2, 000, This is the region of laminar flow (for sphere). In this region
the flow is generally treated as parallel layers; no eddies or cross current is assumed in
this region. The velocity is low. However, most of the previous research did not look
at this region.
For Re > 5, 000, This is the region of turbulent flow (for sphere). In this
region the a lot of mixing is observed in this region. The velocity is high. Chamberlain
has looked at 37 species in this stage3 [13] and the drag coefficient of the models lies
in the range of 0.25 to 1.15 with a majority of the models having a drag coefficient
between 0.60 and 0.80.
This result also agreed with the experimental results from our experiments.
3.2 Bluff Body
For an object that moves in a fluid, there are two sources of drag: the friction drag and
the pressure drag. The friction drag come from the surface of the object and the fluid
and the pressure drag come from the eddying motions that are set up in the fluid by the
passage of the body. For separated flow, the pressure drag is more important and this is
affected by the shape of the body. In general, objects in the fluid can be classified into
bluff bodies and streamlined bodies. The bluff body is defined as a body that separates
the flow over a substantial part of its surface and the streamlined body is defined as a
body that moves in fluid in low friction. The separation of flow creates a vortex and
wakes behind the body, which will increase the drag as the pressure behind the body is
reduced. The addition of a soft body delays the separation of the flow behind the body
and reduces the drag. It has an effect similar to appendages of ship and aircraft, see
figure 3-1.
From figure 3-2, we can see that the ammonoid shell without a body is very sim-
ilar to cylinder in plot (b) (Figure 3-1) and attaching the soft body is similar to plot
(c) (Figure 3-1). Although the body attachment could not make the ammonoid shell
1In this thesis, the diameter of the model is used as the characteristic length.
2The dynamic viscosity of water at 10◦C is 1.307× 10−3Ns/m2.
3Re in 5300 to 18000. Although, Chamberlain mistook it as the laminar region.
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perfectly streamlined, it is apparent that the adding of body can reduce the drag on the
body.
The effect of the soft body attachment in reducing the pressure drag of cephalopods
has been first put forward by Chamberlain [14]. He argued that using the soft body
reduced the drag by around 10%. However, the paper mainly focuses on Nautilus, and
the soft body is quite short in his experiment.
Figure 3-1: The comparison between streamlined body and bluff body [169].
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(a) Ideal model without model.
(b) Ideal model with soft body of 1.25 di-
ameter.
Figure 3-2: The ideal ammonoid shell and the soft body.
3.3 Drag Coefficient
Drag coefficient is an important parameter in the study of hydrodynamics. It is a




where D is the drag force, ρ is the density of the fluid, v is the velocity of the body
moving in the fluid and A is the characteristic area (usually taken as the frontal area).
Drag coefficient is a parameter showing how efficient the body moves steady in a
fluid. It is dependant of Reynolds number and it is propotional to velocity squared.
However, it does not reflect how well a body behaves under accelerated motion.
3.4 Gaussian Profile
To study the accelerated motion of ammonoids. It is required to set up a velocity pro-
file. The veolcity profile is required to be smooth and the acceleration is smooth as
well. In this thesis, the Gaussian function is used for such properties. The Gaussian
function is named after Carl Friedrich Gauss. It is a function that is often used statis-
tics [170]. The Gaussian distribution4 is also known as the normal distribution. It is





4The Gaussian function describes the Gaussian distribution.
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where a determines the amplitude of the curve, b determines the position of the sym-
metrical axis and c determines the width of the curve. See figure 3-3.












Figure 3-3: The Gaussian profile. Red: a=1, b=0, c=1 Blue: a=0.5, b=-2, c=0.5 Black:
a=0.3, b=0, c= 0.25.
The Gaussian profile is not the actual velocity profile of the ammonoid. However,
it is possible to use this profile to find out the acceleration properties of ammonoids.
3.5 Morison Equation
Morison equation is a semi-empirical equation that is introduced in 1950 [171]. Some-
times it is also known as the MOJS equation; standing for all four authors Morison,
O’Brien, Johnson and Schaaf. The Morison equation is used to estimate the drag force
on an accelerating body in fluid. In general, the Morison equation has the following
form:




where ρ is the density of the fluid, V is the volume of the body, u is velocity of the
body, A is the cross section area of the body, Cm is the inertia coefficient and Cd is the
drag coefficient.
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The equation can be understood as a sum of two components: the inertia com-
ponent and the drag component. Also, Cm = 1 + Ca where Ca is the added mass
coefficient. The added mass coefficient is defined as the the added mass divided by
the displaced fluid mass. The added mass coefficient is determined by the shape of the
body. The added mass parameter is independent of the mass of the model. This is im-
portant in the study and the acutal mass of ammonoid is unknown, where as the added
mass coefficient could still tell us the how well the geometry behaves in accelerated
motions. Therefore, in the following section we will look at the added mass coefficient
of some typical geometries.
There are limitations for the Morison equation. The Morison equation is used when
the drag force and intertial force are significantly different (one of them is the dominat-
ing factor); it does not provide a very good result when the two factors are close. In this
thesis, the Morison equation is used for the estimation of drag on ammonoids starting
from stall when the inertia force is the dominating factor. Therefore, it is applicable to
be used in the analyse in this thesis.
3.6 Added mass of sphere and cylinder
In this thesis the added mass of the ammonoids is calculated. To validate the result, the
sphere validation is used (see Figure 3-4)5. The added mass of sphere can be derived
as,
Figure 3-4: Added mass of sphere.






(P is pressure, Ax is cross-section area)
where dAx = cos θ dA, dA =
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(φ is velocity potential, ρ is density of fluid).
and for axis-ymmetric flow around a sphere
φ = U cos θ
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The added mass of a cylinder is also derived.




where dAx = cos θdA, dA = Lds, ds = Rdθ
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As discussed in the previous chapters, the acceleration properties of ammonoids are
important and the traditional flume tank test rig is not suitable for acceleration exper-
iments. Therefore, a new test rig was designed. In this section, the design and parts
of the test rig are described. The test rig is not only suitable for acceleration tests, but
also suitable for short distance steady speed tests. The force data is collected using a
force balance which is also specially designed for this experiment. Validation is usu-
ally required for a new test rig for the purpose of reliability. For this experiment, two
sphere validation tests are conducted (diameter: 50mm and 75mm). There is noise in
the measured signals. The source of the noise is discussed and a FIR (finite impulse
response) filter is used in this experiment to smooth it out. The result after smoothing
the noise is also compared with theoretical value.
4.1 Rig Description
In order to find the drag force on the ammonoid in continuously changing speed con-
ditions, a suspended rail system was designed (see figures 4-1). The test rig consists
of a 700×600×3000mm (w× h× l) double-based water tank and a motor controlled
linear motion rail (see Figure 4-1). The water tank is supported by a steel frame base
designed and manufactured in the University of Bath manufacturing workshop. The
base is fitted with adjustable feet to allow levelling of the tank. The top surface of
the steel frame is covered with solid 10mm thick wooden plates. A large sheet of
polystyrene is placed between the wooden plates and the water tank as required by the
manufacturer of the tank. This is used to absorb possible vibration from the surround-
ing area. Two square steel bridges are built above the water tank to hold the test rail.
The test rail is connected to the square arcs with adjustable screws allowing the height
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of the rail to be adjusted and leveled. The rail is provided by IGUS. The model type is
ZLW-1040-02-S-100-L-2000. The stroke length of the rail is 2000mm. The carriage
length is 100mm. The tooth belt pitch is 5mm. The motor controller is supplied by
the University of Bath electrical workshop. The program is written in Basic AVR and
stored in Arduino Uno. The program allows the speed to vary from 0.3m/s to 1.0m/s.
For this experiment, 9 different velocity profiles are generated, from 0.3m/s to 1.0m/s
steady speed profiles with increments of 0.1m/s and a Gaussian velocity profile with
maximum speed of 1.0m/s. The Gaussian velocity profile is used to explore the accel-
eration properties.
The force data is collected using a specially designed force sensor (strain gauge
balance, see figure 4-3). The force sensor is 119.6mm in total length. The force
sensor is made from Aluminum 6082 which has a relatively high tensile strength, so
it can extend the load range of the force sensor while maintaining a high accuracy.
The calculated maximum load is 5N. The top surface is mounted onto an aluminum
plate with 4×M3 screws. The aluminum plate is then attached to the rail carriage.
The bottom section of the force sensor is a 10mm rectangular block with two 3mm
diameter channels running through vertically. On each side of the block, there is a
4mm thread slot drilled in the centre of the surface intersecting the channel in the
block. The channel is designed for model connection and the thread slots are for grub
screws. The minimum load which can be detected is 0.03mN. The force sensor allows
measured forces to be in two perpendicular directions (lift and drag).
In order to reduce the drag error of the section connecting the ammonoid model
and the force sensor, the ammonoid model is first connected to a streamlined airfoil
section made by 3D printing (ABS plastic). The selection of the airfoil section is
limited by a minimum thickness of 6mm. A compromise between the airfoil chamber
length and the airfoil model type is required. The drag coefficient was used as the
selection criterion, as a small effect is preferred. NACA0012 was chosen for its low
drag (at Re = 50 × 103, CD = 0.02078 [172]). In addition, the NACA0012 has a
small interference with the flow passing the ammonoid model. The airfoil chamber
length is 50mm and 200mm in length. The top section of the airfoil is designed as a
rectangular section in order to lock the rotational bar which is directly connected to
the ammonoid model. In addition to the middle slot for the rotational bar, there are
two 3mm slots 10mm apart from the middle slot where two aluminum bars can be
installed and connected to the force sensor. On top of the airfoil, a plastic circular
plate is engraved with a scale marked in degrees. Near the trailing edge of the airfoil,
there is another 2mm slot designed for dye flow. This design has a relatively low drag
effect and facilitates changing the ammonoid models.
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The ammonoid models were built with 3D printing techniques in the University of
Bath student workshop. The material used is ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene)
plastic. In general, the models are generated by two processes: directly obtained from
fossil scans or GMSH programmed. In the first method, some models required smooth-
ing with body filler due to the poor condition of the fossils. The ammonoid models
created from GMSH program are generally smooth and clean. A simple short circular
strut is installed at the center of the model. The strut can be firmly screwed onto the
middle aluminum bar.
In addition to the fixed rotation tests, a rotational free test is also conducted. This
allows the viewing of the self orientating of the shell for lowest drag in the velocity
profile. To analyse the changing of orientation as the model maneuvers, a high speed
camera is installed on top of the carriage. For the rotational model itself, a low friction
bearing is mounted in the centre of the model and the bearing is connected to the rod,
see Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: The test rig. Top left: The water tank. Top right: The carriage and the rail.
Middle left: The airfoil connection between the carriage and the models. Middle right:












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2 Soft Tissue Building
Soft tissue is also important to the dynamic behavior of ammonoids. Chamberlain has
studied the geometry of the soft tissue [13]. However, he had the tissues made with
solid wood. The behavior of solid hard material and the flexible tissues of the animal
is different. Therefore, in this project soft tissues are made with silicone. Two types
of silicones with different elastic modulus are used. The silicone used are Platsil 7315
and Gel00 (both from Mouldlife).
The mould is also generated with GMSH and printed with 3D printer. For this
project, the soft tissue is assumed to be a cone shape with variable taper ratio and
length. The length of the soft tissue is set to be 0.42, 0.63, 0.83, and 1.25 diameter of
the ideal model. Three taper ratios are used, namely 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8. The taper ratio
is defined as the area reduction rate from the aperture to the tip of the cone ( Atip
Abase
). In
order to reduce air bubbles in the silicone, the silicones were first mixed and then put
into a vacuum oven. The pressure is set to be 10000Pa condition for 5min to let the
air release from the silicone.
4.3 Calibration of the Force Sensor
The force sensor is calibrated before the experiment. The calibration function is:
Drag:
F (mN) = −423.83× V (V )− 5.0591
(Thrust is positive and drag is negative)
Lift:
F (mN) = 208.27× V (V ) + 4.8344
4.4 Experimental Procedures
For each ammonoid model, four different orientations are measured, namely 0◦, 30◦,
60◦ and 90◦ (see Figure 5-1. The 0◦ orientation indicates the face of the aperture is
parallel to the moving direction and the 90◦ orientation indicates the face of the aper-
ture is perpendicular to the direction of the motion. The setting of orientation is the
same as the test done by Chamberlain [13]. Nine different velocity profiles are investi-
gated for each orientation and five repeat experiments are conducted for each velocity
profile. To reduce the instrument error, 15s of reference is recorded before each test.
The reference data is required to be smooth and consistent. After each test, the test rig
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is reset and paused for 5 to 10min to allow the water to settle. In general, a higher test
velocity requires a longer waiting time for energy dissipation. The rotational test is
similar to the fixed test, the models initially start with 0◦ orientation and the maneuver
is recorded.
The experiment data is transferred into a LabVIEW program supplied by the Uni-
versity of Bath electrical technicians. The sample frequency is 1000Hz and the testing
period is set to be 15s. The experimental data is further processed with Matlab. The
drag data is plotted against time. A typical drag plot is shown in figure 4-5. In addi-
tion to the drag plot, the power spectrum plot is also plotted. A typical power spectra
(pwelch) plot is shown as figure 4-5. The recording of the rotational experiments is
also analyzed with Matlab.
4.5 Sphere Validation
4.5.1 Drag Validation
A 75mm sphere and a 50mm sphere drag checking are done with the published ana-
lytical values [173] (See equation 4.1). This allows us to checking the force accuracy
of the experiment. The experimental value covering the range of Re = 17, 000 (where
the characteristic length d is taken as the diameter) to Re = 60, 000 (See figure 4-4).
In general, the experimental values are slightly larger than the analytical values. The
large difference for the 50mm sphere when Re = 15314 is an experimental error. The
experimental results are generally 5.1% larger than the published analytical values, but
the results are very consistent. In addition, in the overlapping region of the two sets of
tests (Re = 20, 000 to Re = 40, 000), a good agreement in trend is observed. This in-
dicates the test rig is suitable for testing of different models and obtaining satisfactory
and convincing results.

































4.5.2 Added Mass Validation
The data processing in the acceleration case is more complicated than that in the steady
case since the drag coefficient is changing as the velocity changes. Therefore, a filter is
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Figure 4-4: Sphere validation. (solid line: analytical data, circle: experiment result
from d=50mm sphere, asterisk: experiment result from d=50mm sphere)
needed for the data processing. The design of the filter is described in the experiment
section. As ammonoids accelerate in fluid, they drag water along with them and the
shape of ammonoids determine the amount of water.
The added mass is calculated using linear regression, referring to the equation of
motion F = a1x+ a2x˙+ a3x¨ with a3 the mass term, referring to Newton’s second law
F = ma [174]. In addition, the term a1x is a position term. In this experiment the
position of the model should not induce additional forces (the density of the water is
constant and there are no other properties which change due to position). Therefore,
the function can be simplified to F = a2x˙+a3x¨. Applying linear regression1, the term
a3 can be found. The a3 term is the mass of the body and the added mass. Therefore
the added mass coefficient can also be obtained, which is defined as the added mass
divided by the displaced fluid mass [168].
Other than the drag coefficient, the added mass of the sphere is also calculated
for validation using the 75mm sphere. For the purpose of studying the acceleration
behavior of the ammonoid, the added mass is important as the density of water is
1The ‘regress’ fucntion in Matlab is uesd for linear regression in this thesis.
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relatively large and it would induce a significant force. As mentioned in the theory
section the added mass of a sphere is madded = 23ρpiR
3 (See equation 3.1). The added
mass value from the experiment is 115.7g and the theoretical value from the equation
is 110.4g. The theoretical value from derived from protential flow (no flow separation),
but in the experiment flow separation is not avoidable. However, the comparsion gives
us a brief idea of the experimental result. The test rig is suitable for added mass testing.
In conclusion, the data collected from the rig is consistent and reliable, but gives
slightly larger values for both drag calculation and the added mass calculation. For
both calculations, the experimental data is around 5% larger than the published data.
4.6 Noise Analysis
Since this is a newly built rig, the noise from testing should be analyzed. Generally,
there is noise from the electronics and noise from the toothed belt. The noise is not
a big problem for steady speed test as averaging the values for a period of time could
give us the desired result. However, in the added mass experiment, the averaging
method would not work. Therefore, we need to introduce filters. Hence, we need to
find the frequency distribution of the signal and the noise. To analyze the noise, a
power spectrum of drag force for different velocities in steady cases is plotted.
In general, we can see that the frequency range is focused in 0-200Hz. Also we
notice that a peak is observed at around 60Hz for 0.3m/s, 80Hz for 0.4m/s, 100Hz
for 0.5m/s, 120Hz for 0.6m/s, 140Hz for 0.7m/s, 160Hz for 0.8m/s, 180Hz for
0.9m/s and 200Hz for 1.0m/s. These peaks are caused by the shaking of the rig due
to the toothed belt. Since s = v/f (s is displacement, v is velocity, f is frequency), we
find that all the above frequency peaks give a distance of 5mm, which is equal to the
belt pitch (see figure 4-6). The electronic noise is usually of high frequency. From the
plots, we can see that for the frequency range over 250Hz the magitude of the force is
small.
Other than the noise from the toothed belt and electronic noise, the natural fre-
quency of the system is another issue. As the model is hung from the rig, it behaves
like a spring system. Therefore, we also need to look at the vibration of the model.
As the attached soft tissue may affect the behavior, we selected 5 sets of tests: Soft
material-0.2 taper-10cm, Harder material-0.2 taper ratio-10cm, Harder material-0.2
taper ratio-15cm, Harder material-0.4 taper ratio-10cm, and Harder material-0.8 taper
ratio-10cm. During the experiment, as the model moves forward, the soft tissue can
vibrate not only in the horizontal direction, but also in the vertical direction. There-
fore, it is necessary to look at the frequency behavior when the soft tissue vibrates in
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the vertical direction. For each model, we did three set of tests: horizontal vibration
of the soft tissue, horizontal vibration of the whole model, and vertical vibration of the
soft tissue. The power spectrum plots of the results are shown below (see figure 4-7).
From figure 4-7, it can be seen that the vibration tests have a peak frequency at
around 20Hz, and there is no big difference observed from different vibration modes.
Further analysis implies this is the natural frequency of the system. Hardly any noise
over 50Hz is observed in the plot. Also comparing the first set and the second set
of plots, we can see that the material of the soft tissue does not affect the vibration
frequency. Comparing the second and third sets, we can see that when the length of
the soft tissue is longer (15cm), the frequency is narrowed down to a lower frequency;
the frequency peak is more steep. Comparing the second, the fourth and fifth sets, we
can see that for 0.4 taper ratio and 0.8 taper ratio, the frequency is also narrowed down
to a low frequency similar to the 15cm case. Also, we notice that for set three, four
and five, the plots are similar, although they have neither the same taper ratio nor soft
tissue length. The natural frequency is ω2 = k
m
(ω is natural frequency, k is stiffness
of the system, m is mass of the model). Therefore, we can see that the reason behind
should be the mass of the models. In fact, the masses of the three models are 121g,
112g, and 140g respectively, and the mass of the first and second model is less than
100g. Hence, we can conclude that as the mass increases the frequency peak tends
to move to the lower frequency end. The noise from the system vibration must be
removed, therefore a filter was designed to remove the noise.
4.7 Filter Design
The data process of the acceleration case is more complicated than the steady case
since the drag coefficient is changing as the velocity changes and we need to use all
data to obtain the added mass value. Obtaining the added mass coefficient from only
one single setting of acceleration setting is not suitable. Therefore, taking average is
not used in this experiement as for each moment in the experiment the acceleration
is different. Noise in the experiment thus becomes a more critical factor that has to
be carefully dealt with, since we can not take average. There are many methods of
filtering data, such as taking moving average and adding filters, etc. Using filters is the
preferred method but requires knowledge of the desired frequency range. In this thesis
we applied filters. There are two types of filters: FIR filter (finite impulse response
filter) and IIR filter (infinite impulse response filter). FIR filters give a linear phase
response and are stable, while IIR filters are not stable as they are recursive in nature.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two filters are beyond scope of this thesis
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and we used FIR filter for the processing. As we have analyzed the frequency required
should be very low in order to take out the unwanted frequency. Therefore, we used a
low-pass filter. The order of the filter is 250. Increasing the order gives better results,
by reducing the noise with greater level. However, further increasing the order will
not give further benefit. The example of 100th order and 250th order result in shown
in figure 4-5. From the figure of the data filter, it can be observed that at the start of
acceleration and the end of deceleration, the noise is quite large. This is due to using
the rail. The rail uses a stepper motor and it can not perfectly generate a smooth low
velocity profile.
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Figure 4-5: Filter example. Top: 100th order filtered result (green: actual experimental
drag force, red: filtered result). Middle: 250th order filtered result (green: actual exper-
imental drag force, red: filtered result). Bottom: 250th order filtered drag coefficient
(red), velocity profile (green) and acceleration (blue).
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Figure 4-6: Power spectrum of drag on ammonoid ideal model (without tissue) with
different velocity. From left to right, top to bottom v=0.3m/s, 0.4m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.6m/s,
0.7m/s, 0.8m/s, 0.9m/s, 1.0m/s
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Figure 4-7: Power spectrum of drag on ideal ammonoid model with soft tissue. Mode





In this chapter, we will consider the experimental results. In general, there are three
series of tests: the steady test for both the actual fossil and the ideal model, the ac-
celeration test for the actual fossil model, and the ideal model and a freely rotational
model test for a ideal model. As for the ideal model, we have attached a series of soft
tissue on it to study the behaviour of the soft tissue.
There are five actual fossil models selected. Gattendorfia (a species from Goni-
atitida family) stands for the survivor into the Carboniferous period. Kalloclymenia
(Clymeniida family) did not survive through the Kellwasser event. Parawocklumeria
(Clymeniida family) also did not survive through the Kellwasser event. Kosmocly-
menia (Clymeniida family) survived through the Kellwasser event, but failed to survive
through the Hangenberg event. Postclymenia did not survive into the Carboniferous
period.
As for the soft tissue experiment, there are two types of soft tissue (soft one: made
from Gel00 and a harder one from Platsil 7315), 4 different length (5cm equivalent
to 0.42 × diameter, 7.5cm equivalent to 0.63× diameter, 10cm equivalent to 0.83×
diameter, and 15cm equivalent to 1.25× diameter) and 3 taper ratios (0.2, 0.4, and
0.8).
5.1 Actual Fossil Model
5.1.1 Steady Speed Tests
In this section of the thesis, the drag coefficient of some ‘actual’ ammonoid fossils
are tested in the constant velocity condition. Although, the constant velocity condition
is a very rare case for ammonoids, it is fundamental in the study of more advanced
behaviour of the ammonoids such as the acceleration cases. Six different ammonoids
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Figure 5-1: The orientations of the model. From left to right is 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦.
Arrow indicates the direction of flow.
were scanned, printed and tested for their force coefficients. Four orientations, 0◦, 30◦,
60◦, and 90◦ were tested as well. The models were tested from 0.3m/s to 1.0m/s in
0.1m/s increments.
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(a) Parawocklumeria laevigata (b) Parawocklumeria
(c) Kalloclymenia (d) Kosmoclymenia
(e) Postclymenia (f) Gattendorfia
Figure 5-2: 3D printed models from fossil.
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Figure 5-3: Steady speed drag coefficient of actual fossil models. Circle: 0◦, asterisk:
30◦, square: 60◦, diamond: 90◦ Re = ρvd
µ
. d is the diameter of the model.
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Parawocklumeria laevigata
From Figure 5-3a, it can be seen that at 0◦ rotation, the fossil has the largest drag coef-
ficient, and the lowest drag coefficient occurs when the fossil is at 60◦. It is surprising
that the 0◦ rotation which is generally regarded as the normal moving orientation has
the largest drag. Large drag coefficient indicates large drag and thus a large require-
ment of power. For 0◦ condition, Cd rises to a peak atRe = 4×103 and falls gradually.
For 30◦ orientation, the drag coefficient fluctuates around 0.53. 60◦ orientation is likely
to be the preferred orientation regarding drag coefficient; the drag coefficient is around
0.4. Generally, the drag coefficient for 0◦ is 0.2 larger than that of 60◦, which is around
50% increment. For 30◦ and 60◦ conditions, the trend of drag coefficient is very steady.
For 90◦ orientation, the drag coefficient starts at 0.5 whenRe = 20×103 and decreases
steadily. The drag coefficient at Re = 70× 103 for 90◦ is around 0.44.
Parawocklumeria
In general, a minimum is observed for all orientations, where a dip occurs around
Re = 30× 103 to 40× 103 (Figure 5-3b). This ‘drag gulf’ is also observed for spheres
at such Re range. We can see that the Parawocklumeria is actually a very round fossil;
similar to a very rough sphere. The 30◦ orientation has the largest drag. The drag
coefficient for 30◦ orientation starts at around 0.52 and eventually settles at around
0.65. The lowest drag is observed in the 90◦ orientation when Re = 35 × 103, it is
around 0.38 and at Re = 70×103 the drag coefficient rises to 0.52. For 0◦ orientation,
the trend is very similar to 90◦, whereas it starts at around 0.64 when Re = 20× 103.
Comparing the Parawocklumeria laevigata and Parawocklumeria, we can see that
both models have a drag coefficient from around 0.4 to 0.65. 60◦ and 90◦ orientations
have a relatively lower drag coefficient. WE can see that species from the same fam-
ily have similar shape and the drag coefficient is similar as well. Therefore, we can
conclude that both models are good representative for the Parawocklumeria family.
Kalloclymenia
The Kalloclymenia has the largest drag coefficient at 0◦ orientation (Figure 5-3c). In
general, the drag coefficient is around 0.45 for Re = 30 × 103 to 90 × 103. For 30◦
orientation, drag coefficient increases as Re increases, but the increasing rate is not
significant for Re over 50 × 103; the drag coefficient is around 0.40 for Re beyond
50 × 103. For 60◦ and 90◦ orientations the drag coefficients are very similar. They
start at around 0.32 when Re = 30 × 103 and increase steadily to around 0.44 when
Re = 90 × 103. Looking at the drag coefficient in general, the drag coefficients for
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30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ are not very different, whereas the 0◦ orientation has a larger drag
coefficient. The 0◦ orientation has the obviously largest cross section area and the
configuration does not seem to involve a better drag reduction compared with other
orientations. Therefore, in conclusion, the other three orientations have better hydro-
dynamic performance in regards to steady speed drag coefficient.
Although Kalloclymenia is better in steady hydrodynamic performance than the
Parawocklumeria, the three of them became extinct in the Kellwasser event.
Kosmoclymenia
In general, the Kosmoclymenia model has a low drag coefficient (Figure 5-3d). The
clymenias had a very slim and flat shape, they are regarded as ‘fast swimmers’ for
their shapes. The drag coefficients fall in the range of 0.3 to 0.44. For 0◦ orientation,
the drag coefficient is very stable; fluctuating around 0.36. The 60◦ orientation has
a very similar behaviour to the 0◦ orientation, the drag coefficient is slightly smaller
(around 0.01 to 0.02). It is observed that the 30◦ orientation gives the lowest drag
coefficient with a minimum value of 0.3 when Re ≈ 30×103. The 90◦ orientation has
the largest drag coefficient with most values in the range 0.4 to 0.44. This implies that
90◦ orientation is not the ‘normal swimming’ orientation for Kosmoclymenia from the
point of view of energy consumption. However, the behaviour in acceleration is still
of interest and the ability to generate thrust through the slim aperture is unclear.
Kosmoslymenia is a typical clymenia ammonoid. It has slim shape and low steady
speed drag coefficient. However, Kosmoclymenia failed to survive the Hangenberg
event and became extinct before the Carboniferous period.
Postclymenia
In general, the Postclymenia has the largest drag coefficient at 0◦ orientation (Figure
5-3e). For Re = 20 × 103 to 90 × 103, the drag coefficient fluctuates in the range of
0.45 to 0.55. The 30◦ orientation, the 60◦ and the 90◦ orientation have very similar drag
coefficient. For both orientations, the drag coefficient starts above 0.5 and reaches its
minimum atRe = 60×103. In general, 90◦ orientation has the lowest drag coefficient.
The lowest drag coefficient is around 0.36 at Re = 60× 103.
Comparing the Postclymenia and Kosmoclymenia, it can be observed that with
regard to the steady speed drag coefficient, the Kosmoclymenia is better than the Post-
clymenia, but Postclymenia survived into the Carboniferous period, so drag coefficient
is not the determining factor.
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Gattendorfia
Compared with other fossils, Gattendorfia has a large drag coefficient (Figure 5-3f).
For 0◦ orientation, the drag coefficient is mostly between 0.70 and 0.75 and once again
the 0◦ orientation has the largest drag coefficient generally. For 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦
orientations a decreasing trend is observed as Re increases. At Re = 64 × 103, the
drag coefficient is 0.58, 0.54, and 0.44 respectively. The 90◦ orientation generally has
the lowest drag coefficient.
Gattendorfia is the only one of the three species which flourished in the Carbonif-
erous period, but with respect to the steady speed drag coefficient, it does not show any
advantage. Also, from the plots we can see that at 0◦ orientation, the drag coefficient
is usually high and 90◦ has low drag coefficient. This corresponds to the finding of
Chamberlain [13], who regarded the 90◦ orientation as the rest position.
Although Gattendorfia does not have good performance in steady speed drag coef-
ficient, it is too early to say that the Gattendorfia is poor in hydrodynamics, given that
it survived where other species did not. In the following section, we will look at the
acceleration case of the fossils.
5.1.2 Acceleration Tests
As mentioned previously, the steady speed case for the ammonoid is ‘rare’. Most
generally, the ammonoids are moving in acceleration or deceleration cases. Therefore,
a Gaussian speed profile is used to analyze the behaviour of the ammonoids. The
velocity profile is v = e−(x−a)2/1.05 where a is the centre of the total displacement.
The maximum speed (1.0m/s) is used to calculate the drag coefficient. However, it
should be understood that the Gaussian speed profile is not the actual velocity profile
of the ammonoids. The ammonoids are usually presumed to move like coleoids as
mentioned in the literature section. The procedure to obtian the added mass is same
as that in the sphere added mass validation (See section 4.5.2.) The peak drag value is































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In general, the drag coefficients for different orientations of Parawocklumeria laevigata
have a similar trend (see figure 5-4). The 0◦ orientation has the maximum peak drag
coefficient (0.69), 60◦ orientation has the minimum peak drag coefficient (0.44). For
0◦ orientation, the maximum drag coefficient for Parawocklumeria laevigata under
Gaussian velocity profile is around 0.69 and this is larger than the drag coefficient for
1m/s steady plot (0.57). This is due to the added mass of the fluid around the model.
The 30◦ orientation has a peak drag coefficient around 0.57, which is smaller than
the 0◦ orientation. Its drag coefficient at 1m/s steady profile is around 0.52. At 60◦
orientation, the Parawocklumeria laevigata has the lowest drag coefficient in steady
velocity profile. Similarly, the peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile
is the lowest as well (0.45). At 90◦ orientation, the peak drag coefficient for Gaussian
velocity profile is around 0.48, while the steady speed drag coefficient for 1.0m/s
of the same orientation is around 0.44. In conclusion, the peak drag coefficient for
Gaussian velocity profile is larger than the 1.0m/s steady speed drag coefficient. Also,
the larger the drag coefficient, the larger the difference between Gaussian and steady
state is (0◦ has the largest drag and the largest difference, while 60◦ orientation has
both the smallest drag and difference). In general, the peak drag coefficient increment
from added mass is around 10% to 15%. The peak drag coefficient occurred before
1.0m/s. This is because the inertia drag played a role in the overall drag (see table
5.1). To finish the movement, the energy requirement is roughly around 6.0mJ/cm3,
whereas for 0◦ orientation, the energy requirement is higher (7.83mJ/cm3), due to the
high drag coefficient. As for the added mass coefficient, generally it is around 1.10. It
is not very high comparing with other fossils.
Parawocklumeria
The Parawocklumeria model has the largest 1.0m/s steady speed drag coefficient when
the orientation is 30◦, which is around 0.64. For the Gaussian velocity profile, the
largest drag coefficient is found at the same orientation which is 0.73 (see table 5.1).
At 60◦ orientation, the steady speed drag coefficient is around 0.57 and in the Gaus-
sian velocity profile, the peak drag coefficient is 0.65. For the 0◦ and 90◦ orientations,
the 1.0m/s steady speed drag coefficient is quite similar, while the drag coefficient
for 90◦ orientation is slightly larger. For 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦ orientation the increment
of peak drag coefficient is around 15%. For 90◦ orientation, the increment is 25.5%.
This is due to the low steady speed drag coefficient, while the peak drag coefficient is
very similar to 60◦ orientation. In general, the energy consumption to finish the move-
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ment is around 4.0mJ/cm3. Comparing with Parawocklumeria, both fossils belong to
the Wocklumeria taxa, and the reason for smaller energy consumption is the mass of
the models. Parawocklumeria models have a mass of 46g while for Parawocklumeria
laevigata, the mass is 65g. The added mass coefficient is around 1.20. The Parawock-
lumeria laevigata and Parawocklumeria belong to the same genus. They have similar
steady speed drag coefficient (generally around 0.45-0.60) and added mass coefficient
around 1.10-1.20.
Kalloclymenia
Kalloclymenia also failed to survive the Kellwasser event. For the steady speed case,
the 0◦ orientation has the largest drag coefficient. At 1.0m/s, the drag coefficient is
around 0.46. For the Gaussian velocity case, the peak drag is 0.55. For 30◦ orientation,
the drag coefficient for the 1.0m/s steady speed is around 0.43 and the peak drag
coefficient for Gaussian velocity profile is 0.51. At 60◦ orientation, the drag coefficient
for 1.0m/s steady speed is 0.44 and the Gaussian peak drag coefficient is 0.52. The 90◦
orientation has the lowest drag coefficient in the 1.0m/s steady speed case (0.42), the
peak Gaussian drag coefficient is 0.51. The added mass coefficient for Kalloclymenia
is around 1.70. Comparing with Parawocklumeria laevigata and Parawocklumeria, we
see that although the Kalloclymenia has a smaller steady speed drag coefficient, it
has a larger added mass coefficient. The shape of Kalloclymenia is more similar to a
cylinder while the other two are similar to a sphere. However, none of the three species
survived the Kellwasser event.
Kosmoclymenia
In general, the Kosmoclymenia has a smaller drag coefficient (mostly around 0.4). For
0◦ orientation, peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is around 0.44.
For 30◦ orientation, peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is around
0.40, which is the smallest value in all test data. At 60◦ and 90◦ orientation, the peak
drag coefficient is 0.42 and 0.47 respectively. In addition, the added mass coefficient
is only around 1.12. The Kosmoclymenia has a more smooth surface compared with
Kalloclymenia and it is flatter. This benefits movement in water. However, unexpect-
edly, they did not survive through the Hangenberg event.
Postclymenia
The two genera that survived through the Devonian extinction are Postclymenia and
Gattendorfia. For Postclymenia, at 0◦ orientation, the 1.0m/s steady speed drag coef-
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ficient is around 0.54 and the peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is
around 0.66. The 30◦ orientation has the second highest steady speed drag coefficient
around 0.46 and the peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is 0.55.
For 60◦ orientation the steady speed drag coefficient is around 0.44 and the peak drag
coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is around 0.55. At 90◦ orientation, the
steady speed drag coefficient is the lowest, around 0.41. The peak drag coefficient for
Gaussian velocity profile is 0.52. The added mass coefficient is around 1.65. Postcly-
menia survived into the Carboniferous period but they did not survive long and quickly
disappeared.
Gattendorfia
Gattendorfia has the largest steady speed drag coefficient at 0◦ orientation. It is around
0.67. The peak drag coefficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is around 0.69. At
30◦ orientation, the steady speed drag coefficient is around 0.54 and the peak drag co-
efficient for the Gaussian velocity profile is 0.57. At 60◦ orientation, the steady speed
drag coefficient is around 0.51 and the peak drag coefficient is 0.58. 90◦ orientation
has the lowest steady speed drag coefficient for 1.0m/s, which is around 0.41. The
peak drag coefficient for 90◦ orientation is 0.48. The added mass coefficient is around
1.40, which is similar to the Parawocklumeria. The Parawocklumeria and Gattendorfia
both has a sphere-like shape. Gattendorfia survived into the Carboniferous period and
flourished. Comparing the Gattendorfia and Postclymenia, we noticed that Postcly-
menia has a lower steady speed drag coefficient but higher added mass coefficient. As
mentioned previously, ammonoids are generally believed to do propulsive swimming
motion which is mostly accelerated motion, which implies the added mass coefficient
is more important than the drag coefficient. As for the larger energy requirement for
the fossils, it is generally due to the larger mass and larger cross section of the model.
Therefore, for Re = 2× 104 to 7× 104, Postclymenia is better at steady speed swim-
ming, while the Gattendorfia is better at accelerating.
Energy Discussion
The energy requried to complete the Gaussian velocity profile is also calculated as
E =
∫
Dvdt. Also, since the models are of different sizes. It is apparent a larger
model would require a larger energy to complete the motion. Therefore, the required
energy is divided by the volume of the model to get energy per volume. This is a
more sensible result as the soft body that a larger soft body is likely to have a larger
shell. As we can see from Table 5.1, Gattendorfia has a larger energy requirement
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than the Postclymenia. It seems that from the point of view of energy, the Gattendorfia
is not the preferred shape. However, this is due to the selection of the velocity profile.
The Gaussian profile we used in the experiment has a rather high velocity in order to
achieve a more significant result (drag force is propotional to velocity squred). There-
fore, in this velocity profile, the inertial term is not the dominating factor, while in the
actual propulsive motion, the inertial term is the dominating factor. In addition, the
mass of the models are different. The mass of models will induce an inertial force as
well. Therefore, comparing the energy cosumption results between model where the
mass is very different is not sensible. The added mass coefficient is dependent on the
geometry of the model this would allows us to find out the hydrodynamic properties
without the need of knowing the actual mass of ammonoids. In the computational sec-
tion (see section 5.1.3) , we will look at the case of actual propulsive motion when the
added mass inertial force is the dominating factor. It will be seen that the inertia term
is more important. Once again, the Gaussian motion is only suitable for a calculation
of the added mass coefficient but the energy requirement does not reflect the actual
behaviour of ammonoids during life.
General Discussion
Generally, we can see that during acceleration, the peak drag coefficient increases by
10% to 25%. Therefore, considering only the steady speed drag and regarding it as
the only hydrodynamic property of ammonoid is not sufficient. Due to the accelera-
tion, the peak drag coefficient has shifted forward. For a fossil model itself, usually a
higher steady speed drag coefficient has a larger peak drag coefficient, but this is not
applicable between different models. For this velocity profile, the steady speed drag
coefficient still has a dominating effect. However, the Gaussian velocity profile is cho-
sen to obtain the added mass coefficient only. It is not representable as a swimming
motion of ammonoids. Generally, ammonoids tend to do thrust propulsion from static.
Due to the difficulties of obtaining the drag coefficient in low speed experiments. In
the following section, we will look at computational results for Gattendorfia. Regard-
ing the extinction, it is difficult to say for the Kelllwasser event and Hangenberg event,
ammonoids with better hydrodynamic properties would survive (for example Kosmo-
clymenia). For extinction events, the hydrodynamic advantages of ammonoids seem
to have had little effect on the survival, since the events are generally a sudden diaster.
However, for a steady but not favorable re-flourishing period, the hydrodynamic prop-
erties begin to play a more important role (Postclymenia and Gattendorfia), the longer
period of time allows ammonoids to begin their living while the poor living requrie a
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From the discussion above, we have known that the Postclymenia are better at steady
speed motion for Re = 20 × 103 to 5 × 103, and Gattendorfia has a smaller added
mass coefficient. Also, we have looked at the performance of both fossils in the
Gaussian velocity profile. However, as mentioned previously, the propulsive motion
from stationary is very important to ammonoids. According to the Morison equation
(F = ρCmV u˙ + 12ρCdAu|u|, where Cm = 1 + Ca), the drag force is a combination
of the acceleration force and the steady velocity drag force. The added mass coeffi-
cient is a parameter determined only by the shape of the model. However, due to the
limitations of the test rig, it is not possible to obtain the drag coefficient of the fossils
at very low Reynold number (For this experiment test rig, it is not possible to obtain
steady speed drag data when Re < 10, 000). The drag coefficient is computed with
OpenFoam and the data is provided by Dr. Angioni from University of Bath. Four sets
of data are computed namely, Re = 100, 1000, 10× 103 and 20× 103. The results for
Re = 20× 103 are used for validation. It is compared with the experimental result.
Discussion
Table 5.2: Computational and test results
Fossil Computational Cd at each Re Experimental Cd(Re) Ca Cm
10 100 1000 10000 20000
Gattendorfia 5.88 1.22 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.67 (Re = 19051) 1.36 2.36
Postclymenia 11.7 1.94 0.66 0.49 0.48 0.54 (Re = 26167) 1.65 2.65
From the table of computation result (See Table 5.2), we can see that although
Postclymenia has a lower drag coefficient for Re beyond 20× 103, for Re lower than
10 × 103 Gattendorfia has a lower drag coefficient. Thus, Gattendorfia is believed to
have a better performance for acceleration from stall and steady lower speed move-
ment.
Table 5.3: Comparison between drag and inertial force
Re 10 100 1000 10000 20000
Postclymenia 1.78× 10−7N 3.70× 10−6N 1.85× 10−4N 1.70× 10−2N 6.80× 10−2N
Gattnedorfia 1.52× 10−7N 2.51× 10−6N 8.55× 10−5N 6.40× 10−3N 2.50× 10−2N
Acceleration 0.005 0.0075 0.0125 0.015 0.0175
Postclymenia 4.25× 10−2N 6.38× 10−2N 8.51× 10−2N 1.06× 10−1N 1.27× 10−1N
Gattendorfia 4.04× 10−2N 6.07× 10−2N 8.07× 10−2N 1.01× 10−1N 1.21× 10−1N
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the acceleration (m/s2), l* is the characteristic length (cubed volume in m), and u is
the peak velocity (m/s) in the acceleration test to obtian the added mass coefficient.
As we can see from the table of drag and inertial force comparison, the inertia force
is the dominating factor. Starting from stall would be an important component of
ambush predation, where a predator lurks in wait and uses a burst of speed to overcome
prey. This is a common strategy in non-streamlined vertebrate predators and in these
performances, the added mass coefficient is the vital parameter. The drag coefficient,
on the other hand does not have a significant impact.
5.1.4 Parameters and the Added Mass Coefficient
The traditional Raupian parameters are comprehensively studied for their relationship
with the drag coefficient. However, the relationship between the added mass coefficient
and the Raupian parameters has not been considered.
Figure 5-6: The Raupian shell parameters. W = ( f
b−f )
2, D = g
f
, S = a






In the classic Raupian parameters, the size of the umbilicus is not looked at. How-
ever, the size of the umbilicus is obviously closely related to the added mass of the
fossils: a large umbilicus traps a much larger amount of water as the fossil acceler-
ates. Therefore, we introduce two new parameters: d and w. d defines the depth of
the umbilicus. Considering ammonoids are not perfectly symmetrical, it is defined as
d = a−e
a
. w is introduced to characterize the width of the umbilicus. It is defined as
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Table 5.4: Added mass for ammonoid models fossil and parameters
Name V/cm3 W D S d w Ca
Parawocklumeria laevigata 203 1.53 0.71 3.00 0.16 0.13 1.23
Parawocklumeria 192 1.00 0.64 3.82 0.12 0.13 0.87
Kalloclymenia 230 1.69 0.51 1.18 0.80 0.52 1.68
Kosmoclymenia 203 0.91 0.53 1.03 0.31 0.47 1.37
Postclymenia 182 2.04 0.36 0.78 0.77 0.33 1.65
Gattendorfia 200 2.25 0.25 2.06 0.65 0.40 1.36
Ideal model 208 1.56 0.54 1.06 0.29 0.52 1.32
w = c
b
. In general, large w and d implies a larger added mass coefficient. In addition,
as discussed previously, a more globulous shape has a lower added mass coefficient;
thus a larger S has a lower added mass coefficient. The relationship between W , D,
and added mass coefficient is not obvious.
Only understanding the shape of the shell is not a complete description of the
anatomy of the animal. The soft body of ammonoids is another important aspect that
will affect the hydrodynamic properties. In the next section, we will look at the soft
body of ammonoids.
5.2 The Ideal Model with Soft Body
Due to the poor preservation of the soft body and the beauty of the shell, when we talk
about ammonoids, people think about the shell. Looking back to all of the study of
ammonoids, the soft body is very poorly known from fossil material. The complexity
of the shell shape and damage to fossils further increases the difficulties for the study
of soft tissue. Therefore, a theoretically perfect ‘ammonoid’ model is generated and all
the soft tissue experimental data is based on that model. With regard to the soft body,
the length of the soft tissue, the taper ratio, and the elastic properties of the tissue are
analyzed. Also, for each model the mass of the shell and the soft tissue is measured.
Following the experimental protocol of the previous tests, the acceleration conditions
are also analyzed.
5.2.1 The Steady Speed Test
The parameters of the ideal model are shown in table 5.4. The ideal model has a perfect
whorl and is perfectly symmetrical. However, it does not represent any particular
family of ammonoids. It is generated to provide baseline for further study of the soft
body. The Raupian parameters of the ideal model can be found in table 5.4. Before
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(a) Ideal model from GMSH. (b) Soft bodies.
Figure 5-7: The ideal model and the soft bodies.
looking at the acceleration case of the ideal model, we will look at the steady speed
test. Similar to the steady speed tests of the fossils, the drag coefficient for the ideal
model is tested in four orientations, namely 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ with no soft tissue
attached to it. The data will be used as a reference and compared with the following
ones with soft tissues.
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From the plot of the ideal model, the drag coefficient generally stays in the region
of 0.45 to 0.6. For 0◦ orientation, the drag coefficient starts at around 0.65 when Re
is around 30 × 103, then it drops to 0.56 when Re is around 50 × 103 and the drag
coefficient does not change much for Re in 50× 103 to 98× 103. For 30◦ orientation,
the trend is very much like the 0◦ orientation. For 60◦ and 90◦ orientation, the drag
coefficient is smaller. For Re in the range of 50, 000 to 98, 000, the drag coefficient is
around 0.52. This indicates that for the ideal model, the 60◦ and 90◦ orientations yield
less drag. However, as they are not treated as the normal swimming orientation, in the
future sections only the drag behaviour of the 0◦ and 30◦ orientations with soft tissues
are studied.
Soft body drag coefficient
From the plots of the drag coefficient for the ideal model (see Figure 5-9), it is observed
that in general attaching the soft tissue decreases the drag coefficient for both 0◦ and
30◦ orientations. This was also reported by Chamberlain [13]. The soft body acts as
the appendage of ship which delays separation of the flow and reduces the pressure
drag. Also, it can be observed that for the softer material, increasing the length of the
soft tissue consistently reduces the drag coefficient. This is because when the taper
ratio is the same, increasing the length of the soft tissue further delays separation of
the flow and the effect is more significant.
For the harder material, the best effect is observed when the length of the soft tissue
is 7.5cm. Further increasing the length of the soft body does not have much effect in
reducing the pressure drag, while as the size of the soft body increases, the skin friction
drag is the possible reason for the difference between the two types of materials. The
softer material has a better surface finish than the harder material, therefore the increase
of skin friction is lower for the softer material. Also, it is observed that when the length
of the soft body is 5cm and 7.5cm the harder material has a better reduction in drag.
This is because the softer material is easier to vibrate and a wake is created. Therefore
the pressure drag is larger. In regard to the taper ratio, three different types of soft
body are used with taper ratios of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8. The length of all three soft bodies
is 10cm. The 0.4 taper ratio has the best reduction as the slop change is more gradual
compared with 0.2 taper ratio. Therefore, the delay of separation is better for the 0.4
taper ratio soft body. When the taper ratio is increased to 0.8, although reduction in
pressure drag is better, the increasing of the soft body size increases the skin friction
and the overall effect is not as good as 0.4 taper ratio case. In general, the reduction is
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more significant for 30◦ orientations. In conclusion, we can see that the soft body has
a degree of reduction in the drag coefficient of the shell. Increasing the length of the
soft body decreases the drag ratio as the pressure drag is decreased. However, further
increasing the length of the soft body also leads to an increase in the skin friction.
For this case, the best reduction is observed when the L/D ratio1 is 0.63 (7.5cm) for
the harder material. The surface finish of the softer material is better than the harder
material which causes a further reduction in drag at longer soft body length. The
material has some effect on the drag coefficient. Also, the vibration of the soft body
would also lead to some changes in the drag coefficient, whereas, the actual movement
of the soft body of ammonoid in swimming is not known.
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Figure 5-10: Soft tissue model drag coefficient 2 varying taper ratio (circle: 0◦ with
tissue, asterisk: 30◦ with tissue, square: 0◦ without tissue, diamond: 30◦ without tissue
5.2.2 Added mass of model with soft tissue
The soft tissue not only affects the drag coefficient of the ammonoid in steady speed
maneuver, but also changes the shape of the whole shell. Thus, it will lead to a change
in added mass coefficient. As discussed previously, the added mass coefficient is the
dominating factor for acceleration and propulsion. In this section, we will look at the
























































































































































































































































































Figure 5-11: Acceleration of ideal models with soft body 1. (The nomenclature. For
example, Soft-0.2-0.42-0◦,30◦ means: Soft material, 0.2 taper ratio, 0.42 L/D ratio
(soft body length and shell diameter ratio), left is 0◦ orientation and right is 30◦ orien-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From the figures of acceleration (Figure 5-11, 5-12, 5-13) , we can see that due to
the effect of inertia force, the peak of the drag is shifted slightly forward of the ve-
locity peak toward the peak of the acceleration. Generally, the added mass coefficient
ranged from 1.09 to 1.332. As expected, adding the soft bodies decreased the added
mass coefficient for both 0◦ and 30◦ orientations which is similar to the result of the
drag coefficient. This is also due to the decreasing of the pressure drag. In general,
increasing the length of the soft body decreases the added mass coefficient for both
types of material, which is also same as the result from the drag coefficient. For the
harder material, the added mass coefficient is smaller when the length of the soft tis-
sues is longer (L/D = 0.83 and 1.25). For shorter soft body length (L/D = 0.42
and 0.63), the difference is not obvious, since at longer length vibration occurs more
easily. The vibration could caused unwanted water to be accelerated with the model.
Increasing the taper ratio decreases the drag as well. Unlike the drag coefficient case,
where the optimum result occurs at 0.4 taper ratio, the best result is observed when the
taper ratio is 0.8. Increasing the taper ratio increases the size and stiffness of the soft
body, which makes it more difficult to vibrate. Therefore, the added mass coefficient
is further decreased. Although as mentioned before, the actual shape of the ammonoid
soft body is unknown. From the aspects of the drag coefficient and added mass coef-
ficients, we can conclude that the optimum soft body would be a smooth (small skin
friction), long (low pressure drag), and not too much vibration is wanted (lower added
mass coefficient). As for the tentacles, although they are not tested in this experiment,
from the point view of hydrodynamics, not many tentacles are expected as they will
increase the added mass coefficient and drag coefficient. In addition, short tentacles
are preferred as they will not vibrate too much and cause the increase of added mass
coefficient.
5.3 Rotational Model
In real life, the ammonoids will rotate as they move and this is usually called as the
‘rocking’ motion, since they are quite different from fish whose forward thrust in de-
veoped along the mideline of the body [144]. The idea of the ‘rocking’ motion of
ammonoids come from the observation of its relative Nautilus. However, investigating
a freely rotating model has not been previously undertaken. Therefore, this thesis took
the small step hoping to reveal some of the mystery of the rotational model. Similar to
the soft tissue study, the ideal model is used. However, unlike the previous models, a
2The base volume is the volume of shell and the body.
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low friction bearing is used to connect the rod and the ammonoid model. The bearing
is inserted at the centre of the ammonoid. The picking of the spot of connection the rod
to the ammonoid would make a different. In this theis, the spot for the rod insertion is
the umbilicus of the ammonoid. This is because for all tests the umbilicus is used as
the connection spot and hence it is used as a reference. In realistic, picking a different
spot for insertion, for instance the centre of mass, would make a difference in rotation.
However, the mass distribution of the shell and the mass distribution of the actual am-
monoid would also be different. In addition, for the actual species the soft body would
make a differen in the centre of mass as well. The Gaussian velocity profile is used for
the testing (2σ = 1.05). The rotation of the ammonoid is recorded with a recording
camera at 25 frames per second (0.04s/ frame). For every 10 frames (0.4s), the angle
is measured. From this experiment, it is possible to see how the ammonoid position
itself to the lowest drag position when there is no control of the muscle.
From the plots of the rotation angle, it can be seen that the maximum rotation is
observed at around 2.6− 2.8s, reaching a peak of around 95◦. Then a reverse rotation
of the model is observed. A quick reverse motion is observed between the time period
2.8s to 4.4s, then the rotation is slowed down from 4.8s to 5.2s. After that a steady
speed reverse rotation is observed afterwords. Eventually the models stops at around
−63◦. Using the same procedure for the analyzing of soft body models, the added
mass coefficient is calculated.
Table 5.6: Added mass for freely rotating model
Test Orientation m/g ma/g V /cm3 Ca E/V / 10−3J/cm3)
Test 1 (free) 0(starting) 85 255.2 208 1.23 4.58
Test 2 (free) 0(starting) 85 254 208 1.22 3.77
Test 3 (free) 0(starting) 85 266.7 208 1.28 4.76
Test 4 (free) 0(starting) 85 272.4 208 1.31 4.00
Average(free) 0(starting) 85 262.1 208 1.26 4.28
Average(fixed) 0 59 275.2 208 1.33 4.79
Average(fixed) 30 59 269.2 208 1.22 4.70
Average(fixed) 60 59 269.2 208 1.25 4.14
Average(fixed) 90 59 273.3 208 1.27 3.92
From the table of the rotational model, it can be observed that the freely rotating
model has a smaller added mass compared with the fixed cases with an average added
mass coefficient of 1.26. This can be explained as letting the model rotate freely, it
positions itself where less water is required to drag along as it moves (or the most
efficient position). As the model moves, the drag force on the left and right are not
balanced due to the asymmetry of the shell. Therefore, there is a torque that rotates the
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shell. As the shell rotates the drag force is changed on both sides. However, since the
model is in acceleration and deceleration, the total force on the shell is always changing
and eventually, a point is reached when the side initially experiencing the lower relative
drag will reach a point when there is a switch and this side is now experiencing the
higher relative drag. Therefore, the direction of the torque is changed and the rotation
begin to slow down and finally the shell begin to rotate counterclockwise. Comparing
the energy requirement of the freely rotational test and the fixed rotational test, it can
be seen that the energy requirement is between the largest energy requirement and
the smallest energy requirement. This is sensible as from the fixed rotation test, we
have observed that the energy requirement drops as the orientation angle increases.
The rotational model starts at 0◦ orientation, where the energy consumption is quite
high. The energy consumption in other orientation is lower and therefore the averaged
energy consumption is lower than that of the 0◦ orientation.
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Figure 5-14: The rotational model test (model is moving from left to right). From left
to right, top to left: 0s, 0.8s, 1.6s, 2.4s, 3.2s, 4.0s, 4.8s, and 5.6s.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis we have looked at the hydrodynamic properties of different ammonoid
fossils at different stages of the Devonian extinction period. Earlier research has fo-
cused on the drag coefficient. However, from the experimental results we see that the
added mass coefficient is much more significant for ammonoids during jet propelled
swimming. The inertia force is the dominating force compared with the drag force
when the velocity is low. The soft body also affects the hydrodynamic properties of
ammonoids in both the drag coefficient and the added mass coefficient. The reduction
effect on the drag coefficient from the soft body agree with the findings of Chamber-
lain [13]. However, in Chamberlain’s work, he did not parameterize the shape of the
soft body. He defined the shape of the soft body quite vaguely. Also, Chamberlain’s
work aims at Nautilus and the soft bodies he used are quite short, whereas, the latest
research suggests the ammonoids are similar to the coleoids which have quite long
bodies. Furthermore, Chamberlain used wood to build the soft body which does not
take account of the soft body vibration. In general, longer soft body is more effective at
reducing drag. Increasing the taper ratio also decreases the drag. However, as the size
of the soft body increases to a limit, the effect of reduction is not significant whereas
the skin friction increases the total drag.
With respect to the added mass coefficient, the soft body attachment decreases the
added mass coefficient. Increasing the length and taper ratio of the soft body decreases
the added mass coefficient. For greater soft body length, the softer body tends to
vibrate more easily and a harder material has better effect. Increasing the taper ratio
makes the soft body more stiff and likely to vibrate. The tentacles are not tested in
this thesis. However, short tentacles are probably preferred as they are unlikely to
vibrate in motion. The rotational properties of ammonoids are also looked at. The
ammonoid tends to position itself into the position with highest efficiency. The added
mass coefficient is between the highest and lowest added mass coefficient of the fixed
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rotation case. Therefore, the actual acceleration property of the ammonoid should be
better than the fixed rotation cases normally tested in the traditional method.
The relationship between the drag coefficient and the Raupian parameters has been
intensively studied. In this thesis, we looked at the relationship between the added
mass coefficient and the Raupian parameters. The S parameter, which defines the
width/length ratio of whorl is most likely to be related to the added mass coefficient.
A large S indicates the ammonoid is closer to a sphere and thus has a lower added
mass coefficient. The relationship between W and D and the added mass coefficient
is not clear. Other than the traditional Raupian parameters, we have introduced two
new parameters d and w which define the depth of the umbilicus and the width of the
umbilicus. Large d and w indicate a large amount of water dragged along as the fossil
accelerates; therefore, a larger added mass coefficient.
Regarding the Devonian extinction of ammonoids, the hydrodynamic properties do
not help seem to help in the survival of major events (Kellwasser event and Hangen-
berg event). However, for the re-flourishing period after the extinction, the hydrody-
namic properties begin to show their importance. Gattendorfia, with a smaller added
mass coefficient flourished and Postclymenia became extinct. The periods after mass
extinction are usually very critical for the survival of ammonoids. Therefore, to save
energy, the ammonoids are likely to move little (energy preservation) but require better
performance in feeding or escaping (acceleration). Therefore, those with lower added
mass coefficient survived. Another interesting point probably also supporting this idea
is that later on in the Carboniferous period, when the living conditions were much
better, ammonoids were more likely to evolve into the Postclymenia-like shapes. This
perhaps suggests that when living conditions are not critical, ammonoids are likely to
prefer a fast steady swimming motion (Postclymenia has a lower drag coefficient in
high Re), but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
There are some improvements and future work can be done to this project. First
of all, more velocity profiles can be tested. A suggestion would be starting with the
movement of octopus. Octopus are believed to be closely related to ammonoids. Also,
a torque sensor and angle measuring sensor can be installed to the rig. This could
greatly improve the understanding of the rotational behavior. In addition, a propulsive
motion simulation would also be a good idea. This could give us a better understanding
of ammonoids in the propulsive motion as a low Re experiment is quite difficult to
achieve. Also, this thesis does not look at the hydrodynamic behavior of one single
species in different growth stages. This could be another interesting aspect as the shape
of the ammonoid in different growth stage is quite different. This could imply different
maneuver method for different growth stage.
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